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NOTES:
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Any queries on completeness or accuracy of reports should be raised with the Case Officer
or Head of Planning, Transport and Engineering Services as soon as possible.
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The purpose of location plans is to assist Members in identifying the location of the site.
Location plans may not be up-to-date, and may not always show the proposed development.

3.

These reports take into account the Council's equal opportunities policy but have no
implications for that policy, except where expressly stated.

4.

The background papers for planning applications are the application file plus any documents
specifically referred to in the report itself.
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These reports may be updated orally at the meeting if additional relevant information is
received after their preparation.
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MINUTES OF THE PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION COMMITTEE
HELD AT THE TOWN HALL, PETERBOROUGH ON 4 JULY 2017
Members Present:

Councillors Harper (Chairman), Casey (Vice Chairman), Cereste,
Hiller, Stokes, Clark, Martin and Iqbal.

Officers Present:

Lee Collins, Development Management Manager
Alan Jones, Senior Officer, Minerals and Waste
Louise Simmonds, Senior Development Management Officer
Simon Ireland, PCC Highways
Louise Humphreys, Planning and Highways Lawyer
Dan Kalley, Senior Democratic Services Officer

1.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies were received from Councillors Bull, Bond and Ash.
Councillor Cereste attended as substitute for Councillor Bull

2.

Declarations of Interest
Councillor Harper advised that he had a personal interest in items 5.1 and 5.2 as he
had been involved in both Planning applications, as the Chair of the Committee he
stated that he would be removing himself from the Committee at the beginning of
items 5.1 and 5.2.

3.

Members’ Declaration of intention to make representations as Ward Councillor
Councillor Harper advised that, with reference to item 5.1, upon legal advice, he
would be withdrawing from the Committee and making representation as a Councillor
and resident.

4.

Minutes of the Meeting Held on 16 May 2017
The minutes of the meeting held on 16 May 2017 were approved as a correct record.
At this point the Vice-Chair took the seat of the Chair for the substantive items on the
Agenda.

5.

Development Control and Enforcement Matters

5.1

16/00080/MMFUL – Land Adjacent to Horsey Toll Farm, Whittlesey Road,
Stanground, Peterborough
The Committee was presented with an application for the erection of an anaerobic
digestion plant. This would run on feedstock, compromising approximately 18 000
tonnes of energy crops from Horsey Toll farm, 20 000 tonnes imported into the site
and 26 000 tonnes of waste coming from food supply. The gases emitted by the plant
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would be blended with propane before being exported to the gas grid. The plant was
to produce up to 700 cubic metres per hour of biomethane gas to export to the gas
grid.
Members were informed that authority to delegate determination of the application
was agreed between Cambridgeshire County Council and Peterborough City Council,
such that Peterborough City Council was to be the determining authority, This was
due to the fact that the site straddled both Peterborough and Cambridgeshire.
Furthermore the Committee were informed that the applicant was granted sufficient
time to respond to a number of issues, which they failed to meet. The applicant
agreed on this basis that the application should still be decided with the current
information presented to Committee.
The facility would be operational 24 hours a day and over the course of a month
there would be a maximum of 154 vehicle movements into the site and a maximum of
114 digestate collections,
The Senior Officer, Waste and Minerals commented that 147 letters of objection and
3 petitions had been received by the Council against the construction of the plant. In
addition the Senior Officer, Waste and Minerals directed the Committee to a letter
received by the applicants which had been included in the update report.
Councillor Harper addressed the Committee and responded to questions from
Members. In summary the key points highlighted included:
 The proposed site was only 400m from local residents, who would have to put
up with odours being produced by the plant and increased levels of traffic
around the site.
 There was no contract in place with Peterborough City Council for local
waste, transportation of waste would be coming into Peterborough from
further afield.
 Horsey Toll Bridge would not cope with the increased levels of traffic and the
bridge itself was not strong enough to cope with the volume of lorries being
suggested each month.
 There were medical side effects to the potential odours being produced,
including harm to the lungs, inflammation of the respiratory system and
dermatitis.
 Committee were informed that rotten food smells were far worse than cooking
smells.
 There was the possibility of spillage from the site. There had been previous
recordings of spillage at other plants which had a catastrophic effect on the
local wildlife.
 People in the local area were not supportive of this proposal as evidenced by
the number of objections and petitions received.
 A sequential flood test was needed and the applicant had not been
forthcoming in carrying out this test.
 At no stage had this application been discussed with other members of the
Committee and they had not been lobbied in any way.
Councillor Rush addressed the Committee and responded to questions from
Members. In summary the key points highlighted included:
 No alternative site had been looked at by the applicants
 The impact on the local wildlife would be detrimental, especially in the case of
any spillage.
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There would be a massive impact on residents in terms of the odours being
produced and increased levels of traffic.
The application had failed to take into account the visual impacts on
residents, including the impact on the Cathedral.

Jan Hamilton, a local resident, addressed the Committee. In summary the key points
highlighted included:
 The residential location was surrounded by low levels of noise and an
abundance of wildlife, this would be negatively impacted upon with the
erection of the plant.
 The number of HGV’s coming into and out of the site would increase noise
levels to an unacceptable level. The bridge that the HGV’s would use was not
strong enough to sustain that level of traffic.
 The area was prone to large areas of dust, which would be increased with the
construction of the site,
Mr Richardson, a local resident, addressed the Committee. In summary the key
points highlighted included:
 When the wind blew in the direction of his property there would be odours and
smells emitted from the plant.
 Lorries on the roads would be bringing further noise pollution, adding to the
noise being created by the compressor.
The Committee discussed the application and commented that the applicant had not
provided sufficient information to the Planning department with regards to some of
the issues highlighted. There were concerns around the road access for the high
number of HGV’s expected. It was disappointing that the applicant had not addressed
the Committee over some of the issues raised.
A motion was proposed and seconded to agree that planning permission be refused,
as per officer recommendation. The motion was carried unanimously.
RESOLVED: (unanimously) that planning permission is REFUSED subject to the
conditions set out in the report and update report.
Reasons for the decision:
The proposal is unacceptable having been assessed in light of all material
considerations, including weighing against relevant policies of the development plan
and for the specific reasons given below.
The proposal is considered as a waste management proposal outside an allocated
area (CS18). Whilst satisfying one of the criteria for this policy, in making a positive
contribution towards sustainable waste management, the lack of additional
information prevents a definitive conclusion being drawn regarding its consistency
with the spatial strategy for waste management. As such, it is correct for a
precautionary approach to be adopted. The merits of the proposal, including
compliance with aspects of national policies regarding the economy and rural
diversification, the provision of renewable energy and moving waste up the waste
hierarchy, cannot be satisfactorily weighed against the potentially negative impacts
as they are not fully known. Such potentially negative impacts include:
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- Alternatives. The consideration of alternative sites as required by the EIA
regulations may demonstrate a more appropriate location.
- Ecology. The potential impact of lighting at the site, which is likely to be required, on
protected species. The cumulative impacts with the restoration scenario for the
approved Must Farm quarry. The proposal is not therefore in accordance with
policies CS15, CS27, CS34 and CS35.
- Landscape and visual impact. Residential visual receptors with views of the
proposal. The cumulative effects of the proposal, specifically with the approved
mineral workings at Must Farm. The potential impact of lighting at the site. The
proposal is not therefore in accordance with policies CS33 and CS34.
- Traffic, transport and highway safety. The ability of the highway network to
accommodate increase in traffic. The proposal is not therefore in accordance with
policies CS15 and CS32.
- Noise. The residential use or otherwise of the caravan at Horsey Toll Farm needs to
be established. The noise impact whereby the baseline has not been adequately
established. The cumulative effects of the proposal with the operational scenario for
the approved Must Farm quarry. The proposal is not therefore in accordance with
policies CS15 and CS34.
- Odour. The residential use or otherwise of the caravan at Horsey Toll Farm needs
to be established. Also weighed into the balance is the information provided by the
Environment Agency, which, whilst not objecting, notes that a large residential area
may be affected should odour be an issue. The proposal is not therefore in
accordance with policies CS15 and CS34.
- Floodrisk and drainage. There may be a sequentially more preferable site. Pollution
potential during a flooding incident. The proposal is not therefore in accordance with
paragraphs 100-104 of the NPPF and policy CS39.
- Heritage and Archaeology. The impact on known (designated and un-designated)
heritage assets, including those subject to any requisite off site connection works.
The degree of harm to Peterborough Cathedral. The proposal is not therefore in
accordance with policy CS36.
- Minerals Consultation Area – The cumulative impacts; associated with noise during
the operational scenario for the Must Farm quarry; associated with the effect on
groundwater flows; associated with both the operational and restoration scenarios
from a landscape and visual impact perspective; and associated with the restoration
scenario and ecological impact. The proposal is not therefore in accordance with
policy CS27.
A number of additional concerns have been presented through the consultation
process, which, whilst representing a depth of feeling in the locality, do not constitute
material planning considerations.
5.2.

16/02419/OUT
Peterborough

–

Land

to

the

South

of

Oakdale

Avenue,

Stangroud,

The Committee was presented with an application seeking outline planning
permission for the construction of 516 residential dwellings and associated
infrastructure. The Committee were informed that 363 of these dwellings already
benefited from outline planning permission, therefore the proposal was to seek the
increase in the number of dwellings by 153. Two rounds of consultation had taken
place of which 75 objections were received in the first round and only 6 in the second
round.
The Development Management Manager provided an overview of the application and
highlighted a number of key issues within the report and update report.
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Councillor Bisby, addressed the Committee and responded to questions. In summary
the key points highlighted included:
 A number of issues raised by Ward Councillors had been addressed by the
applicant following discussions.
 There would be benefits to completing the construction vehicle entrances at
the same time as construction of the dwellings took place.
 A footpath for children should also be created at the beginning of construction
to allow school children to access school without having to walk around the
site.
 However, overall the comments taken on board by the applicant were
welcomed.
Councillor Rush addressed the Committee and responded to questions. In summary
the key points highlighted included:
 There was concern over who would take ownership and look after the 1m
buffer zone, as it should not be used as a dumping ground.
 It was essential that the bus lane had some form of number plate recognition
system.
Anne Dew, on behalf of the applicant, addressed the Committee. In summary the key
points highlighted included:
 This outline application sought to increase the existing approved number of
dwellings from 363 to 516.
 These extra units adhered to all principles originally approved.
 Al statutory consultees had approved this scheme with the additional 153
dwellings.
 All existing conditions imposed on the original application would be carried
forward.
 This scheme helped the Council’s five year housing supply.
 The additional infrastructure being put in place included new schools, green
spaces and playing fields.
The Committee were informed that there were covenants in place that dealt with the
1m buffer zone, preventing it from being used as a dumping ground.
In response to questions from the Committee the Head of Planning confirmed that:
 The Conservation Officer had looked at the impacts on the local ponds and
had deemed there to be no significant impact. Furthermore the applicant was
to provide an additional pond, which they were not obliged to do.
 If members agreed a condition could be inserted to enforce that a new cycle
storage facility be erected, instead of refurbishing the existing structure.
The Committee discussed the application and welcomed the work carried out by the
applicant to address the concerns raised by Ward Councillors. Although the number
of affordable homes was under the target of 30%, these were still value for money
properties.
A motion was proposed and seconded to agree that outline planning permission be
approved, as per officer recommendation. The motion was carried unanimously.
RESOLVED: (unanimously) that planning permission is GRANTED subject to the
conditions set out in the report and update report.
Reasons for the decision:
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Subject to the imposition of the attached conditions, the proposal is acceptable
having been assessed in the light of all material considerations, including weighing
against relevant policies of the development plan and specifically:
- the application site is allocated for development in the adopted Site Allocations DPD
(2012) and already benefits from an extant outline planning permission. Accordingly,
the principle of residential development is already established in accordance with
Policies CS2 and CS5 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy
SA1 of the Peterborough Site Allocations DPD (2012);
- the site is considered to be a sustainable location with acceptable connections to
local facilities;
- the development of the site for housing will contribute towards ensuring that the
Council can demonstrate a five year land supply going forward;
- the traffic generation arising from the proposed additional dwelling numbers would
not pose an unacceptable danger to the safety of the surrounding public highway
network, in accordance with Policy CS14 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD
(2011) and Policy PP12 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012);
- adequate provision will be made for the development to be readily accessible by all
means of sustainable travel, with improved foot and cycle links as well as buses, in
accordance with
Policy CS14 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy PP12 of the
Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012);
- the layout, density and design of the proposal would preserve the character,
appearance and visual amenity of the wider SSUE so as to not appear incongruous
or at odds with its context, in accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core
Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy PP2 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD
(2012);
- the proposal would not give rise to an unacceptable degree of harm to the amenities
of neighbouring occupants, in accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough
Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy PP3 of the Peterborough Planning Policies
DPD (2012);
- the development would adopt sustainable drainage systems to ensure that surface
water drainage is adequately managed on site and discharged at a rate no higher
than the existing greenfield levels. Accordingly, the proposal would not be at
unacceptable risk from flooding itself, or pose an increased flood risk elsewhere, in
accordance with Policy CS22 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011), the
Peterborough Flood and Water Management SPD (2012) and the Flood and Water
Management Act 2010;
- the proposal would not pose an unacceptable risk to species of principal importance
and would secure biodiversity enhancement, in accordance with Policy CS21 of the
Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011), Policy PP19 of the Peterborough Planning
Policies DPD (2012) and paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(2012);
- no trees of key landscape value would be harmed by the proposal, in accordance
with Policy PP16 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012);
- the proposal would not result in unacceptable harm to undiscovered buried heritage
assets, in accordance with Policy CS17 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD
(2011), Policy PP17 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012) and
paragraph 128 of the National Planning Policy Framework (2012);
- contaminations risks on the site will be adequately mitigated to ensure that no
undue risk to human health or controlled waters results, in accordance with Policy
PP20 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012) and paragraph 121 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (2012);
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- whilst the proposal would not provide the requisite level of public open space as
prescribed in Policy PP14 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012), it is
considered that adequate open space provision would be met to meet the needs of
future occupants;
- the proposal would afford future occupants with an acceptable level of amenity, in
accordance with Policy PP4 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012); and
- whilst the proposal would not provide the requisite level of affordable housing as
prescribed in Policy CS8 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011), the
Applicant has adequately demonstrated that the development would be unviable in
such an event.
Whilst it is identified that some degree of harm would result from the failure to provide
the policy requirements in terms of public open space and affordable housing
provision, it is not considered that this adverse impact significantly or demonstrably
outweighs the benefits of the scheme when assessed against other policies
contained within the National Planning Policy Framework (2012) (NPPF) or adopted
Local Plan. Accordingly, and applying the presumption in favour of sustainable
development as set out in paragraph 14 of the NPPF, the proposal is considered
acceptable on balance.
At this point the Chair returned to the meeting and offered his congratulations to the
Planning Customer Service team who had been recognised as excellent for the
eighth consecutive year for their customer service operation.

Chairman
1.30pm – 3.02pm
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Planning and EP Committee

Item No. 5.1

Application Ref:

16/01361/FUL

Proposal:

Residential development comprising 190 dwellings with associated
access roads and landscaping

Site:
Applicant:

Land To The South Of, Lawrence Road, Wittering, Peterborough
Larkfleet Ltd And Cecil Estate Family

Agent:
Site visit:

Mr John Dadge
Barker Storey Matthews
29.07.2016

Case officer:
Telephone No.
E-Mail:

Miss A McSherry
01733 454416
amanda.mcsherry@peterborough.gov.uk

Recommendation:

GRANT subject to the signing of a LEGAL AGREEMENT and relevant
conditions

1

Description of the site and surroundings and Summary of the proposal

Site and surroundings
The site covers an area of 7.72 hectares and is an agricultural field located within the village
envelope of Wittering. The site is located on the southern edge of the village. It is currently
separated from the village by a 2m high chain linked fence.
The site is bounded to the east by the A1 motorway, to the south and west by other agricultural
land and to the north by the existing residential housing of Wittering.
The proposal
Full planning permission is sought for 190 residential dwellings, together with access roads, open
space and landscaping. The 190 dwellings proposed comprises 12 x 1 bedroom, 24 x 2 bedroom,
103 x 3 bedroom and 51 x 4 bedroom properties. 57 of the 190 residential properties are proposed
to be affordable, to meet the 30% affordable housing requirement of the scheme. Two new vehicle
access are proposed to serve the development, one from Lawrence Road and one from St Mary’s
Avenue. Two areas of open space are proposed within the housing layout, together with a large
open space area space on the eastern side of the site adjacent to the A1.
2

Planning History

No relevant planning history
3

Planning Policy

Decisions must be taken in accordance with the development plan policies below, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

1
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National Planning Policy Framework (2012)
Section 4 - Assessment of Transport Implications
Development which generates a significant amount of traffic should be supported by a Transport
Statement/Transport Assessment. It should be located to minimise the need to travel/to maximise
the opportunities for sustainable travel and be supported by a Travel Plan. Large scale
developments should include a mix of uses. A safe and suitable access should be provided and
the transport network improved to mitigate the impact of the development.
Section 6 - Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
Paragraph 14 sets out that development proposals that accord with the development plan should
be approved without delay and that where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant
policies are out of date planning permission should be granted unless any adverse impacts of
doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits when assessed against the
policies in the Framework taken as a whole.
Section 7 - Good Design
Development should add to the overall quality of the area; establish a strong sense of place;
optimise the site potential; create and sustain an appropriate mix of uses; support local facilities
and transport networks; respond to local character and history while not discouraging appropriate
innovation; create safe and accessible environments which are visually attractive as a result of
good architecture and appropriate landscaping. Planning permission should be refused for
development of poor design.
Section 10 - Development and Flood Risk
New development should be planned to avoid increased vulnerability to the impacts of climate
change. Inappropriate development in areas of flood risk should be avoided by directing it away
from areas at higher risk. Where development is necessary it shall be made safe without
increasing flood risk elsewhere. Applications should be supported as appropriate by a site-specific
Flood Risk Assessment, a Sequential Test and, if required, the Exception Test.
Section 11 - Biodiversity
Development resulting in significant harm to biodiversity or in the loss of/deterioration of
irreplaceable habitats should be refused if the impact cannot be adequately mitigated, or
compensated. Proposals to conserve or enhance biodiversity should be permitted and
opportunities to incorporate biodiversity into new development encouraged.
Development within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest or other specified sites should
not normally be permitted where an adverse effect on the site's notified special interest features is
likely. An exception should only be made where the benefits clearly outweigh the impacts.
The presumption in favour of sustainable development does not apply where development
requiring Appropriate Assessment under the Birds or Habitats Directives is being considered or
determined.
Section 11 - Noise
New development giving rise to unacceptable adverse noise impacts should be resisted;
development should mitigate and reduce to a minimum other adverse impacts on health and
quality of life arising. Development often creates some noise and existing businesses wanting to
expand should not be unreasonably restricted because of changes in nearby land uses.
Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011)
CS01 - Settlement Hierarchy and the Countryside
The location/ scale of new development should accord with the settlement hierarchy. Development
in the countryside will be permitted only where key criteria are met.
2
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CS02 - Spatial Strategy for the Location of Residential Development
Provision will be made for an additional 25 500 dwellings from April 2009 to March 2026 in
strategic areas/allocations.
CS08 - Meeting Housing Needs
Promotes a mix of housing the provision of 30% affordable on sites of 15 of more dwellings (70%
social rented and 30% intermediate housing), 20% life time homes and 2% wheelchair housing.
CS14 - Transport
Promotes a reduction in the need to travel, sustainable transport, the Council’s UK Environment
Capital aspirations and development which would improve the quality of environments for
residents.
CS16 - Urban Design and the Public Realm
Design should be of high quality, appropriate to the site and area, improve the public realm,
address vulnerability to crime, be accessible to all users and not result in any unacceptable impact
upon the amenities of neighbouring residents.
CS19 - Open Space and Green Infrastructure
New residential development should make provision for/improve public green space, sports and
play facilities. Loss of open space will only be permitted if no deficiency would result.
CS20 - Landscape Character
New development should be sensitive to the open countryside. Within the Landscape Character
Areas development will only be permitted where specified criteria are met.
CS21 - Biodiversity and Geological Conservation
Development should conserve and enhance biodiversity/ geological interests unless no alternative
sites are available and there are demonstrable reasons for the development.
CS22 - Flood Risk
Development in Flood Zones 2 and 3 will only be permitted if specific criteria are met. Sustainable
drainage systems should be used where appropriate.
Peterborough Site Allocations DPD (2012)
SA04 - Village Envelopes
These are identified on the proposals map. Land outside of the village envelop is defined as open
countryside.
SA06 - Limited Growth Villages
Identifies the sites within the Limited Growth Villages which are allocated primarily for residential
use.
SA14 - Rural Employment Sites
Identifies rural employment sites for development primarily within use classes B1 and B2.
Development should be of an appropriate scale and protect/enhance local amenity.
Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012)
PP02 - Design Quality
Permission will only be granted for development which makes a positive contribution to the built
and natural environment; does not have a detrimental effect on the character of the area; is
sufficiently robust to withstand/adapt to climate change; and is designed for longevity.
3
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PP03 - Impacts of New Development
Permission will not be granted for development which would result in an unacceptable loss of
privacy, public and/or private green space or natural daylight; be overbearing or cause noise or
other disturbance, odour or other pollution; fail to minimise opportunities for crime and disorder.
PP04 - Amenity Provision in New Residential Development
Proposals for new residential development should be designed and located to ensure that they
provide for the needs of the future residents.
PP12 - The Transport Implications of Development
Permission will only be granted if appropriate provision has been made for safe access by all user
groups and there would not be any unacceptable impact on the transportation network including
highway safety.
PP13 - Parking Standards
Permission will only be granted if appropriate parking provision for all modes of transport is made
in accordance with standards.
PP14 - Open Space Standards
Residential development (within Use Classes C3 and C4) will be required to provide open space in
accordance with the minimum standards. The type of on-site provision will depend on the nature
and location of the development and the needs of the local area.
PP16 - The Landscaping and Biodiversity Implications of Development
Permission will only be granted for development which makes provision for the retention of trees
and natural features which contribute significantly to the local landscape or biodiversity.
Peterborough Local Plan 2016 to 2036 (Preliminary Draft)
This document sets out the planning policies against which development will be assessed. It will
bring together all the current Development Plan Documents into a single document. Consultation
on this document took place between December 2016 and 9 February 2017. The responses are
currently being reviewed. At this preliminary stage only limited weight can be attached to the
policies set out therein.
4

Consultations/Representations

PCC Peterborough Highways Services
No Objections – subject to conditions and informatives.
PCC Pollution Team
No Objections – The proposed mitigation measures indicated in Section 6 of the Noise
Assessment are acceptable.
PCC Strategic Housing
No Objection – 30% affordable housing provision is required in accordance with Policy CS8 of the
Core Strategy, this equates to 57 dwellings. This application proposes 57 affordable units as so
complies with this policy criteria. The policy sets out a 70% social rented tenure and 30%
intermediate tenure mix, but does allow for some flexibility. For this scheme, this would be 40
affordable housing units and 17 intermediate tenure. No extra mix has been specified. The 12 x 1
bed, 24 x 2 bed, 18 x 3 bed and 2 x 4 bed for the affordable units is acceptable. The extra unit
needed to make 58 dwellings provision should be a 1 or 2 bed dwelling. 20% of the total units
should be of a Lifetime Home standard, this is 38 dwellings, the proposal complies with this
requirement. Additionally 2% should meet the Building Regulations Wheelchair housing standard,
this is 4 dwellings. There is no mention of wheelchair standard dwellings proposed.

4
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PCC Tree Officer
No Objection – There are no arboricultural objections to the proposal as the impact to offsite trees
appears to be minimal. However, it would be helpful to understand the exact tree removals and
the positioning and specification of any protective fencing, this could be secured by condition. The
landscaping scheme is acceptable in principle, however some specific planting details are missing
however they can be secured by condition. The native boundary planting details and future
management arrangements need to be secured by condition, as does the maintenance and future
management of all the soft landscaping areas on site.
PCC Wildlife Officer
No Objections – Subject to the imposition of conditions in respect of securing an ecological
management plan for the green infrastructure proposed, securing bird boxes, and ensuring means
of escape for protected species is provided during construction. In addition, the advice of Natural
England’s should be sought in respect of the impacts on SSSI’s and whether the proposal is
required to be considered under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010.
PCC Minerals And Waste Officer (Policy)
No objections - The proposal site is adjacent to, but not within a Minerals Safeguarding Area for
limestone (Minerals and Waste Core Strategy policy CS26).
PCC Rights of Way Officer
No Objection – No comments from a Rights of Way perspective.
Lead Local Drainage Authority
No Objection – Subject to the imposition of a condition securing the details of the design,
implementation, maintenance and management of a sustainable drainage system.
Archaeological Officer
No Objection - A detailed magnetic gradiometer survey was undertaken in 2013 in connection with
the proposed development. The survey (total area of c. 6.5ha) revealed few positive linear
anomalies. These could represent Roman ditches possibly associated with field boundaries or
enclosures. Large ferrous responses located in the eastern part of the site may be evidence of iron
smelting. The positive anomalies should be further investigated and characterised by means of an
evaluation by trial trenches targeted on the magnetic responses, namely the linear features and the
ferrous sites.
Targeted area exaction, if required, would follow the evaluation. This archaeological investigation
can be secured by condition.
PCC Waste Management
There are a number of private driveways that do not have turning areas, therefore they will need a
bin collection point. Refuse vehicle tracking details are required to ensure collection vehicles can
adequately manoeuvre around the site to collect the waste and recycling. For the 12 x 1 bedroom
properties that do not have private gardens details of their bin storage and collection areas should
be provided.
Highways England
No Objection – Recommend a condition should be attached to any planning permission that may
be granted. The recommended condition is in respect of requiring a Framework Travel Plan to be
submitted and approved before the development is brought into beneficial use.
Anglian Water Services Ltd
No objections – A foul water strategy should be secured by condition. The proposed method of
surface water management does not relate to Anglian Water operated assets therefore we offer no
comments on this.
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Environment Agency
No Objection – Subject to the imposition of a planning condition in respect of the phasing and
provision of the mains foul sewage infrastructure both on and off site.
Natural England - Consultation Service
Further information requested in respect of the indirect impacts of the development on hydrology
and visitor pressure on the surrounding SSSI’s.
The Wildlife Trusts (Cambridgeshire)
We have reviewed the ecological information provided and are disappointed with the standard of
this information. We suggest that a desktop search, consulting the local Environmental Records
Centre, is carried out, and based on the results of this, further enhancement measures are
recommended which are appropriate for the area. At the moment, the plans for the open space
show a large area of amenity grassland, which will add very little biodiversity benefit. Although we
think the overall conclusion of the ecological scoping survey is probably correct, i.e. that the site
currently has little ecological interest, and therefore there is an opportunity for a net gain in
biodiversity, more work is needed in order to take full advantage of this opportunity and design
good quality ecological enhancement features which will provide real benefits for species and
habitats of local importance.
Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue Service
No Objection – Subject to adequate provision being made for fire hydrants, this could be secured
by way of a planning condition. Access and facilities for the Fire Service should also be provided
in accordance with the Building Regulations Approved Document B5, Section 16.
Health & Safety Executive (HSE)
No Objections - HSE does not advise, on safety grounds, against the granting of planning
permission in this case.
National Grid
Due to the presence of National Grid apparatus in proximity to the specified area, the contractor
should contact National Grid before any works are carried out to ensure our apparatus is not
affected by any of the proposed works. A list of requirements and guidance for the developer are
provided.
GeoPeterborough (Sites Of Interest)
No comments received
Ramblers (Central Office)

No comments regarding above planning application.
Peterborough Civic Society
Do not object to the principle of this proposal, but feel that adding more traffic to the village junction
with the A1 without some physical measures to improve safety to road users would be unwise. It is
accepted that the cost of a grade separated junction would be prohibitive but elsewhere on the A1
where safety is an issue speed limits as low as 50mph have long been in force. Permission for
residential development should be conditional on providing a practical set of measures to improve
safety at the A1 junction.
We have a suggestion to enhance the visual impact of the new housing in views from the
south-west of the site. The edge of the site is straight and the layout of houses and their rooflines
are largely parallel to this straight boundary, thus resulting in a harsh and inappropriate
appearance. Greater variety could be introduced by varying the depth of landscaping tree planting
belt on this edge. The feeder road running parallel to southern edge could also be redesigned to
include a curved alignment with variations in roofline angles. The applicant’s ‘Design & Access
Statement’ sets out the design philosophy would seem to support our approach. Please refer to
‘Developing the Detailed Design’, page 20, in particularly points 4, 6 and 7.
6
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With regard to ‘affordable housing’; the number proposed should be considered as a
minimum provision, and as the basis of the approval, although it is accepted that this
may be subject to negotiation around the viability of the development.
Councillor D Lamb
Objection – For the following reasons:





Size of development – massive impact on Wittering Village
Poor layout – Traffic and highways
Inadequate infrastructure
Major problem with A1 junction at present – 450 more vehicles would add to this
significantly
Increased demand on school places, neighbouring surgeries in Wansford and Stamford etc.

Shailesh Vara MP
Objection –














The Peterborough Core Strategy identifies that within the Limited Growth Category
Villages, of which there are 7 villages. 300 dwellings in total shall be provided between
2009 and 2026, and yet this development accounts for nearly 2/3 of this total.
This application pays little attention to the challenge faced by Wittering residents in
accessing the village from the A1 southbound. At present motorists must cross two lanes
of traffic travelling at the national speed limit of 70mph, which is a considerable hazard.
The developer would not be required to take the flyover scheme forward due to the scale of
the project and the Department for Transport has confirmed that they will not even consider
the flyover issue until after 2020.
Highways England have been consulted on the application and have requested a
Framework Travel Plan but this does not appear to have been provided.
The Wildlife Trust have raised concern at the quality of the applications ecological survey,
which does not meet the accepted industry guidelines for developments of this scale. The
Council’s Wildlife Officer is also disappointed at the lack of ecological enhancements
suggested as part of the proposed development.
Local infrastructure such as water supply and roads are already under pressure with the
present number of homes in the village and the additional residents occupying a further 190
dwellings would only exacerbate matters.
Construction vehicles will access the site via the current road network and their heavy
nature will further deteriorate the road surfaces. Wittering also has problems with on-street
parking and construction traffic may face difficulties in accessing the site.
There are no medical or dental facilities in Wittering and existing facilities at Wansford and
Stamford are already at capacity. The same applies for certain classes at the village
primary school which is an issue that will continue year on year without the addition of
children from the proposed homes.
A further access road is planned from St Mary’s Avenue and this will pass through the
current A1 sound buffer which is also used by residents for leisure. This will cause much
disturbance to villagers.
There is an existing problems with surface water drainage in the village and these further
homes will add unnecessary pressure to the water network.
Will there be any compensation for residents living next door to this proposed building site.

I therefore strongly express my objection to the application.
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Wittering Parish Council
Objection – The main concerns were: The increased traffic through the village (both the construction traffic and the traffic of the
new residents).The existing roads are already inadequate for the current amount of traffic
due to their poor condition and cars parking on both sides of the roads, causing highway
safety issues.
 Access to the development from the A1 and A47. There are already fears about the
number of vehicles turning right across the A1 Southbound, which is a potentially
dangerous junction and takes up to 30 minutes to cross in peak times, and the substandard
condition of Old Oundle Road from the A47 into the village. There are currently no definite
plans/timescales for the much needed A1 Flyover.
 The extra strain on the infrastructure which already struggles to cope with the surface
drainage and the sewerage system already.
 The increased demand for places at Wittering Primary school, which currently has some
classes at full capacity. If children have to be bussed to other local schools, there will be
more traffic crossing the A1. There will also be an increased demand for health services
provision at the local GP surgeries in the area.
 The impact on the village and village life. Wittering residents have chosen to benefit from
the peace and quiet of living in a small village rather than a busy town. The loss of the
natural open countryside views would be lost forever to the detriment of current residents
and for future generations.
 There are already sufficient 2 and 3 bedroom properties in the village whilst there is a lack
of 4 and 5 bedroom properties. The proposed development does not proposed to include
many 4 and 5 bedroom properties.
 No amendments have been made which would alleviate our original objections.
 In addition, we would like to refer to the Further Draft December 2016 to January 2017 of
the Peterborough Local Plan, 7.5.5 (page 85) which states: “Any planning application for
the development of site WIT001H must be accompanied by a Transport Assessment,
including a Residential Travel Plan. Subject to the conclusions of that Assessment, it is
likely that the development will require improvements to the existing junction of Townsend
Road and the A1Great North Road, unless improvements or a replacement gradeseparated junction in accordance with policy LP15 have already been implemented. Any
improvements required to enable to development to proceed will need to be funded by the
developer and the works completed before occupation of the first dwelling. It is possible
that improvements to the existing junction will not be sufficient to enable all of the
development envisaged for this site. In that case a phased development would be
necessary, with later phases relying on the prior provision of the grade separated junction”.
Local Residents/Interested Parties
Initial consultations: 86
Total number of responses: 450
Total number of objections: 432
Total number in support: 18
432 letters of objection have been received raising the following issues:





A roundabout or overpass to the A1 is needed to allow safe access to village. This is
needed before any new housing is built.
The Village was promised a flyover the A1 10 years ago. There have been many accidents
entering and leaving the village already, this could lead to more.
The data on traffic flows provided does not show how dangerous it is to cross the traffic on
the A1 to access the village. If it is so safe why is a flyover proposed.
Every week the A1 is at a standstill due to heavy traffic or an accident.
It takes 45 mins to cross over the A1 into the Village on a Friday night, this will make it
worse.
8
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Highway safety concerns of vehicles having to cross the A1 traffic to get into the village.
People do ‘U’ turns which is prohibited.
The road is a death trap. The extra traffic could lead to more traffic accidents and even
fatalities.
Feel the applicant has mis-represented the problem with access to the village. They have
given the minimum accident data on or near the village. However Wansford slip road is an
accident hot spot. This has been left out of the submitted information.
The roads are already busy and enable to cope with more vehicles
Vehicles would struggle to get through village
Poor condition of some roads through village, potholes and parked cars make manoeuvring
through village difficult
The extra cars will make it more dangerous for children in the village and could lead to
more accidents.
Parked cars currently make it difficult for buses to get through the Village.
How are the 40 heavy good vehicles movement during construction going to get through
the village roads, when sometimes cars struggle for sufficient width to get through? This
could lead to accidents.
Could a temporary construction access be created from the A1.
Construction traffic should not use the Old Oundle Road from the A47 into Wittering. This
road is currently over used by delivery lorries that are too large for the road conditions.
Especially as there are 3 blind bends, More accidents could occur if this road is used.
The village roads cannot cope with the increased traffic flows from this development.
Currently the roads are private and maintained by a residents company (Preim) which all
the residents pay an annual maintenance fee. The increased traffic will mean increased
maintenance and cost to village residents which hasn’t been addressed in the submission.
Is PCC going to take on liability for all roads in the village? Are new residents going to
contribute for the maintenance of the facilities they use?
The situation with Preim and Anniston Homes with regard to communal areas being
properly adopted, this development will add to the problems of who manages what and to
what standard.
Poor access from the village to the A47. It is an unclassified road, narrow in places, badly
maintained, with no road markings and leads onto a busy trunk road. It is unsuitable for
large amounts of traffic.
The Old Oundle Rd is a country road that apart from cars and farm vehicles has cyclists,
joggers, walkers and horse riders using it. Extra traffic would pose risk to these users.
The estate roads will not be able to cope with the weight of construction lorries.
Access for emergency vehicles will be difficult
Most of the properties on Lawrence Road do not have on plot parking and so they park on
the road. This happens also for a small number of properties on St Mary’s Avenue.
Lack of infrastructure to support growth, including lack of school places, no doctors, no
dentist, no pharmacy and only 2 small shops.
The development will put a huge strain on the limited existing village facilities.
A nursery and secondary school would be welcome. The local senior school is already full
with children travelling 30mins or more by coach.
We have a very limited bus service. No buses in the evening or on a Sunday.
No police presence
Roads currently flood due to inadequate drainage, when there is heavy rain
Noise pollution increase unwanted and unhealthy. Part of the existing sound barrier is to
be removed to build access road.
Traffic noise on two sides of my property
I am concerned about how I will get access to my property
Too many houses.
I have no objection to say 50 houses. Why is Wittering getting more than its fair share of
new housing?
New housing is need but 190 is way too much.
9
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Wittering is one of 8 Limited Growth Villages and yet is required to take on 42% of the
homes required.
3 spur roads are in plan and point to neighbouring fields. This makes further construction in
neighbouring fields a real possibility. The surroundings fields are part of the rural beauty of
the village.
The formation of the Wittering Action Group is evidence of the strong opposition to these
plans, and proof of the community spirit that exists here.
The comments made by the applicant during public consultation were disrespectful
 and reckless. They have not addressed any of the concerns we put forward
on the day.
The applicant has bad customer service on estates it has already built.
We are only a small village of approx. 2500 people with very poor infrastructure.
We have chosen to live in a semi rural location. This amount of housing will harmfully
change this. It we wanted to live in a built up area we would have moved to Stamford.
We already struggle in this area with water pressure and sewage backing up as the pipes
are old. This development could make this worse.
The majority of the village do not want this new housing estate, and want to keep our
village as it is.
The plan shows a fence along the northern perimeter. I would prefer this to be open, so the
new estate feels like it is part of the existing housing rather than forming a separate self
contained development.
The eastern boundary with the A1 needs to be substantial to prevent access by children or
dogs on to the A1. Maintenance arrangements need to be in force for subsequent repairs.
There are houses in the village which are not selling, why build more than will not sell.
The original plan was for approximately 160 houses, not 190.
The ecology survey makes no mention of hedgehogs which are present in the village.
Construction traffic could increase the risk of these being run over.
Sylarks nest in the field of the proposed site, this would hamper construction during the bird
nesting season.
Badgers, European Hares, Pipistrel Bats, Roe Deer, Grass Snakes, Hedgehogs and
Skylarks all frequent the proposed development site. At least four of these species are
named in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan.
The traffic report ignores the St Mary’s Avenue entrance.
There is no report on the effects of the villages sewage system and can it cope or does it
need upgrading.
Detrimental effect on my outlook
It would affect the light in my front garden, and we will feel overlooked.
Housing values will be greatly affected.
How many of the properties will be social housing and where will they be?
Have this company bought the land needed to create the new vehicle accesses.
Extra noise, dust and traffic during construction
What if my children have to go to school in Stamford when they reach school age because
the school is full?
Create more pollution from more cars
The houses would not be available for the young of the village. They would be available to
rent, we would have no control over who lives there, opening the village up to crime.
This will potential increase the Wansford Practice by 400-600 patients. 9% of patients are
from Wittering, so this percentage could increase to 17%. Additional space and staff will be
required. We need financial support to improve health provision and infrastructure.
The new road from St Mary’s will go through a currently grassed area used by families has
safety been considered. This area also provides a sound buffer for existing residents,
putting a road through it will increase disturbance for residents.
Air source heating, solar panels and rainwater harvesting should be proposed.
CPRE have been contacted by a resident about the increased traffic. They live near Old
Oundle Road and the post office have stopped delivering their mail because the road is so
10
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dangerous. This development would make this situation worse.
Article 8 of Human Rights Act 1998 states a right to respect for private and family life.
The construction routes for vehicles are not suitable
Refuse collection appears difficult for come plots.
Lack of applicant assessment on water services
Lack of response re the high pressure gas apparatus.
The slip road on the southbound carriageway for vehicles to turn right into Wittering across
the A1 is at times insufficient and causes queues blocking the outside fast lane of the A1.
We have poor telephone and broadband services
Will there be an environmental study carried out as to the effect on local wildlife
The Transport and Infrastructure document submitted is dated, it should be updated.
Inadequate broadband.
Disagree with Highways Agency’s response. No flyover should mean no more houses,
unless they want to be responsible for any deaths and serious injuries.
Concern about the safe movement of refuse collection vehicles.
This is bad planning.
The revised plans show no consideration to the issues previously raised.
I heard money that money that was going to parish council now goes into a big pot and
given to the city council, this is unacceptable and needs addressing.

18 letters of support has been received, commenting:
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I privately rent in Wittering and need a bigger house and don’t want to move from the area,
so affordable rented properties would good.
I’m in military housing and have been waiting 2 years for a house to come up in Wittering. I
can’t wait to buy one, we need housing here.
I fully support this development as new houses in this area would be great for forces
families looking to buy in the very near future. Although there is a lack of dentists and
doctors for families.
Totally support any community development in a parish which is not progressive in services
or community spirit.
Support this application for development and growth
As a first time buyer, I am very pleased that there is a possibility to obtain new property in
Wittering.
I support new housing in the Village but I am concerned about access.
I am looking for a 4 bedroom house in the village, but there is a lack of these. Building
these houses would improve my chances of becoming a homeowner.
Believe this will benefit the village and enhance current services. Bring the possibility of
sorting out current water pressure problem, as developers will want the best supply to sell
houses.
New house are needed across the country and here. I believe the size of development will
not adversely impact on the village ‘feel’. Whilst there are parking problems in the village, I
am sure new development will have to meet current requirements for parking. The village
is already taking a co-ordinated approach to the problem of access to the village from the
A1.
Assessment of the planning issues

a) The Principle of Development
6.73 hectares of the application site (SA6.10) is allocated for residential use in the Site Allocations
Development Plan Document 2012, for an indicative 160 dwellings. Therefore in accordance with
Policy SA6 the principle of residential use on the site is acceptable, and has already been
established through its allocation.
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An additional 1.0 hectare of the application site (SA14.1) is allocated for B1 and B2 employment
use in the Site Allocations Development Plan Document 2012. This application does not propose
any employment development, but instead proposes to use this additional 1 hectare of land for
further residential use. Hence the increase in housing numbers by 30 houses to a total of 190,
from the indicative 160 in the Site Allocations DPD. Therefore the additional proposed residential
development on this land allocated for employment use is contrary to Policy SA14.
All the land of the application site is located within the village envelope, therefore in accordance
with Policy SA4, the principle residential development on the site is acceptable.
b) 5 Year Housing Land Supply
The NPPF paragraph 47, requires Local Planning Authorities to identify and update annually a
supply of specific deliverable sites sufficient to provide 5 years worth of housing against their
housing requirements.
The Council on the 4th July 2017 published its 5 Year housing land supply report. This report sets out
the five year land supply for Peterborough City Council between the period 1 April 2017 and 31
March 2022.

The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) 4 sets out the requirements for five year land
supply and guidance on calculating the five year supply. The above Five Year Land Supply report
also takes into account the outcomes of a recent appeal decision (Appeal Ref:
APP/J0540/W/16/3153303 Land off Uffington Road, Barnack, March 2017).
The report states that the council has identified land that is estimated, based on evidence, to be
capable of delivering 6,516 dwellings between 1 April 2017 and 31 March 2022. The five year
requirement during this period is 5,241. The council can therefore demonstrate 1,275 additional
dwellings over the five year requirement. Therefore the council can demonstrate a five year supply
of housing land of 6.22 years.
The City Council’s 5 year housing land supply report dated 4th July 2017, demonstrates that the
Council has a deliverable 5 year supply of housing. Therefore in accordance with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), paragraph 49, the policies of the adopted development plan
are considered up to date and do not need to be set aside as per the NPPF in instances where
authorities cannot demonstrate that they have sufficient land supply.
c) Loss of employment land
The applicant considers that there is no demand for employment land in this location, which is why
only housing is proposed on both of the allocated sites SA6.10 and SA14.1. They are also of the
view that using the land allocated for employment as housing development, would prove a much
more compatible land use in amenity terms for the adjacent housing allocation, than employment
uses would. The application site is located on the southern edge of Wittering village and the main
vehicle accesses to it involves a long route through the residential streets of the village. The
applicant is therefore of the view that despite the employment allocation the residential roads of the
route through the village to reach the site are probably more suited to residential traffic associated
with new housing development rather than larger commercial vans and traffic likely to be
associated with any new employment use, and such traffic would have less impacts in terms of
residential amenity.
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The Site Allocations DPD (2012) identified 3 allocated rural employment sites each of 1 hectare in
size, in Wittering, Eye and Thorney. The emerging plan, Peterborough Local Plan (Further Draft)
Dec 2016 requires a total of 95.27 hectares of employment land over the 2011 to 2036 period of
which only 1 hectare is needed in the rural area. A site in Eye has been identified to meet this
need. Therefore whilst this plan is at an early stage and so carries limited weight, it does seem to
indicate that the loss of this rural employment land in this location would not be significant or result
in a deficit of rural employment land within the district.
Therefore whilst the loss of this rural employment land allocation is regrettable, this has to be
balanced against the benefits of providing more housing on site, e.g. the provision of housing and
affordable housing; the provision of open space; the provision of CIL monies, new homes bonus
and council tax; the support for existing village facilities; and the construction jobs associated with
the development. It is agreed that the housing proposed would provide a more compatible land
use for the adjacent housing allocation and that the traffic movements through the village roads
would be easier for housing rather than employment uses. Therefore on balance Officers are of
the view that the loss of employment land allocation can be accepted in this instance and that the
housing development proposed instead of employment uses would be acceptable.
d) Design and layout
The proposed layout has been amended during the course of the application to address the layout
issues of ensuring an acceptable level of residential amenity for new residents e.g. sufficient
separation distances between dwellings to secure privacy, to provide rear access to all plots for bin
storage and manoeuvrability, to ensure adequate layout of car parking etc. The layout now
proposed is considered to be acceptable and provides a satisfactory new residential environment
in urban design terms with sufficient levels of residential amenity. This is in accordance with
Policies CS16 of the Core Strategy and PP2 and PP4 of the Planning Policies DPD.
The open space provision on site is considered to be acceptable. Two smaller areas of open
space are proposed within the housing development, and one larger area to the east of the site,
which will contain the proposed drainage ponds and provide a noise buffer zone with the traffic on
the A1. Exact details of these proposed open space areas will be secured by planning condition.
The highways issues about the road widths and footpaths within the site have now also been
resolved and these will be secured by condition.
The housing type designs are considered to be visually acceptable and add to the character and
appearance of residential development within Wittering. A soft landscaped buffer zone has been
proposed on the southern boundary of the site, to soften the impact of the built development on the
countryside edge of the village. This is welcomed and details of the landscaping proposed and its
maintenance and management will be secured by condition.
The density of development proposed is considered to be acceptable for this Village location and
on this edge of the settlement location. The 160 dwellings on the land allocated for housing works
out at a density of 24 dwellings per hectare. The 190 dwellings on this larger site, including the
employment land, is 25 dwellings per hectare. Therefore the increase of 30 extra houses over and
above the housing allocation, does not significantly affect the proposed housing density on site,
due to the increase in land available to accommodate these additional houses.
The proposed development is therefore considered to be in accordance with Policies CS16 of the
Core Strategy and Policies PP2 and PP4 of the Planning Policies DPD.
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e) Impact on Neighbours
The proposed application site is positioned to the south of the existing housing of Wittering. There
is considered to be sufficient separation between the proposed and existing housing due to the
presence of Parker and Lawrence Road and the associated landscaping strips adjacent to the
roads. Further towards the east of the site there are existing car parking areas and landscaping
areas which also provide a buffer area to the proposed site. It is therefore not considered that any
unacceptable overbearing or overshadowing impact with result for existing residents. The privacy
for these neighbouring properties will also not be adversely affected.
There will be a loss of countryside views across this existing agricultural field from some of the
adjacent residential properties, but this loss of view is not a material planning consideration that
can be taken into consideration. In any case this is an allocated site, therefore its loss for new
development has already been accepted.
The construction of the new housing will result in some noise, disturbance and dust for nearby
residents. However this is the case for all housing construction sites and will not be any more
harmful in this instance. A construction management plan will be secured by condition, to control
start and finish times, and have noise and dust mitigation measures in place to minimise as far as
possible these impacts. This will also agree the exact construction route to and from the site to
minimise as far as practicable impacts on residents.
The principle of approximately 160 houses on this site and its compatibility with surrounding
residential sites was established through the site allocation. It is considered that the exact layout
of these 160 houses plus the additional 30 houses now proposed would not result in any significant
harm for the surrounding residential neighbours.
It is therefore considered that this proposed development will not result in any unacceptable
impacts on surrounding residents in planning terms in accordance with Policies CS16 of the Core
Strategy and Policy PP3 of the Planning Policies DPD.
f) Highways
Highways England have been consulted on this proposed housing development and do not raise
any objection on highway safety grounds, subject to a travel plan being secured.
The supporting text in the Site Allocations DPD states ‘Any planning application for the
development of site SA6.10 must be accompanied by a Transport Assessment, including a
Residential Travel Plan. Subject to the conclusions of that Assessment, it is likely that the
development will require improvements to the existing junction of Townsend Road and the A1
Great North Road, unless improvements or a replacement grade-separated junction in accordance
with policy SA15.4 have already been implemented. Any improvements required to enable the
development to proceed will need to be funded by the developer and the works completed before
occupation of the first dwelling, in order to comply with Core Strategy policy CS12. It is possible
that improvements to the existing junction will not be sufficient to enable all of the development
envisaged for this site. In that case a phased development would be necessary, with later phases
relying on the prior provision of the grade-separated junction’.
The Grade separated junction referred to in the text above, policy SA15.4, is the works to the
junction of Wittering and the A1 (the proposed flyover), which falls within the remit of Highways
England. It is understood that the Government funding to enable these new junction works has not
been secured, therefore presently it is not known if or when these works will occur.
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A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan have been submitted in support of this application.
These documents both state Highways England (HE) have stated that whilst a nil detriment impact
at the A1/Townsend Road junction is the ideal, it is acknowledged that the proposed development
is unlikely to be capable of delivering a scheme such as the A1 grade separated junction (GSJ),
and would only therefore look for a reduction in trips via a Travel Plan, rather than a new fly-over.
Currently the A1/Wittering Townsend junction allows vehicles travelling north along the A1 a left
hand turn into the Village and a left only turn movement for traffic leaving the Village. Therefore
any vehicles leaving the village at this junction and wishing to go south are required to travel
approximately 3km northwards along the A1 to the grade separated junction at Carpenter’s Lodge
at Stamford, and use this to travel over the A1 and re-join the south bound carriageway. Vehicles
arriving into Wittering on the southbound approach are provided with a right turning harbourage,
approximately 250 metres in length. Traffic turning right are required to give way to the two
northbound lanes of traffic travelling at the national speed limit, and cross when there is a gap in
the traffic.
It is acknowledged that access to and from Wittering at the Townsend junction on the A1 is not
compliant with today’s modern road junction standards and as such does presently pose a degree
of highway safety danger for its users. It is acknowledged that the further traffic associated with
this development will also have to use this sub-standard access. They too will experience the
current highway safety risks associated with the junction and any increased risk to due increased
traffic flows. However the Transport Assessment has not managed to identify any other possible
highway improvements that could be made to improve the junction safety. It is extremely
regrettable that Highways England have been unable to secure the funding for the improved grade
separated junction previously proposed but have instead had to give priority to using their limited
available funding on other parts of their highway network.
Two new vehicle accesses are proposed into the new development from the existing roads in the
village to the north of the site. One new access would be formed off Lawrence Road. The other
involves the extension of the existing St Mary’s Avenue into the site at the north-east of the site. In
highways safety terms it is considered that these proposed accesses into the site would be
sufficient and would help to spread traffic flows rather than all the development being served off a
single access point.
The scheme has been amended during the course of the application altering the proposed access
roads throughout the development to meet the highway safety guidelines in terms of road width etc
to provide a safe and accessible housing layout. PCC Highway Officers can now support the
proposed housing layout in highway safety terms subject to the imposition of planning conditions.
Walking
There are good footpath provision throughout Wittering to allow residents to access local services,
e.g. school, church, shops etc. New footpaths on either side of the roads will be provided within
the development. Therefore walking within Wittering will be encouraged for new residents.
Cycling
There are no formal cycling routes within the vicinity of the development, however cyclists can
make use of the local road network. Wittering and some of the surrounding villages are within the
5km cycle catchment zone, however the Travel Plan recognises that likely commuting destinations
outside Wittering are likely to exceed the generally accepted cycling distance thresholds.
Therefore there are no cycle route improvements proposed as part of this development. Residents
will be provided with Residential Travel Packs, secured through the travel plan when they move
into the houses which will provide cycle maps and general cycling information. No formal cycle
storage shelters are proposed as part of this planning application but residents will be able to store
their bikes securely within their rear gardens.
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Bus
Wittering is served by the Centre bus Service No.19 which travels between Peterborough
Queensgate bus station and stops at Wittering’s Spar shop and Post Office. This offers a Monday
to Saturday hourly bus service between approximately 7am and 5pm, but does not operate on a
Sunday.
The IHT’s ‘Guidelines for Planning for Public Transport in Developments’ (IHT 1999)
recommends that the maximum walking distance to bus routes should not exceed 400m. The
travel plan identifies the closest bus stops to the site are positioned on Parker Road and Legg
Road, which require walking distances of approximately 270 and 310 metres respectively from the
proposed eastern site access on Lawrence Road. Taken from the furthest point away from the bus
stop, a walking distance of approximately 550 metres is required. Therefore majority of the site
(two-thirds) however, lies within 400 metres of the bus stop on Parker Road.
Therefore the scheme does not propose any new bus stops or improvement to existing bus
services. Details of bus services to encourage residents to use this as an alternative to the car will
be provided in the residents travel packs.
Car Sharing
The travel plan aims to reduce the single occupancy car use by 10% over 5 years. Encouraging
car sharing for longer journeys they believe would help to achieve this.
The travel plan recognised the limitations and effectiveness of a travel plan in a village such as
Wittering, where most employment opportunities are located elsewhere. Therefore they consider
the 10% reduction in single occupancy cars to be a realistic and achievable target.
Monitoring
The travel plan will be monitored annually for a period of 5 years to help encourage residents to
use more sustainable travel modes to the car where possible, and to encourage car sharing and
minimise the number of single occupancy car trips. The effectiveness of the travel plan can be
monitored and adapted where necessary over this period.
Conclusion
There will be additional pressure on this existing A1 substandard access, however Highways
England do not raise objection to this on highway safety grounds. They seek to secure a travel
plan as a way to help minimise additional traffic pressures on the Wittering A1 junction, and A47
junction. The limitations of travel planning in this Village location is acknowledged in the framework
travel plan. Highways England do not presently have the funding to commit to the proposed grade
separated junction, flyover, at the A1 Wittering Junction, and cannot commit that it will happen in
future. Therefore whilst the highway safety dangers associated with the A1 junction are
acknowledged, they exist at present and as such Highway England do not feel they could sustain a
refusal of planning permission on highway safety grounds.
g) Noise
A noise assessment was submitted in support of the planning application. It identified that the
main noise source was the traffic noise from the A1 to the east of the site, whilst acknowledging
the presence of RAF Wittering nearby.
The proposed layout of the site maintains an open space buffer zone along the eastern boundary
with the A1 which provides separation between the new dwellings and the A1 traffic of at least
95m.
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The design of the building envelope of the new dwellings can incorporate suitable sound insulation
to satisfy the requirements of BS8233. External noise level criteria can also be achieved by
provision of acoustic fencing in key locations.
The dwellings most exposed to noise will be those along the eastern boundary, facing the A1. New
dwellings directly facing these A1 will require enhanced sound insulation measures to protect
habitable rooms on the exposed facades. The properties positioned further into the site will
experience lower ambient noise levels and will also have the benefit from additional acoustic
screening and scattering provided by the other surrounding houses. Therefore, these dwellings will
not require enhanced sound insulation measures.
All new housing should be of masonry construction, e.g. external cavity walls with 100mm blockwork inner leaf and external 103mm brick leaf with cavity insulation. Roof constructions should be
tiled, with ceilings to rooms below comprising a minimum of 1 layer of solid gypsum-based board
(total minimum mass per unit area 10kg/m2), overlaid with minimum 100mm insulation wool. Any
proposed rooms in the roof-space should be designed to have suitable internal linings to achieve
the required sound insulation, e.g. equivalent to the external masonry wall.
Habitable rooms the first row in of housing, facing the A1, should be provided with suitable passive
acoustic ventilators, such as AAC625HM – Rytons 150mm Acoustic AirCore® with Hit & Miss
Ventilator (a minimum performance of 37dB Dn,e,w should provide sufficient sound insulation).
Alternatively, a ducted ventilation system (e.g. MEV/MVHR or whole house type) could be
implemented. It may also be possible to design a continuous running fan system with no
requirement for ventilation openings in window frames or external walls into habitable rooms on
building elevations directly exposed to noise sources.
All other houses and types of room not specified above may be provided with standard ventilation
systems. All rooms may be provided with standard double glazing systems.
Gardens should be provided with acoustic barriers. A suitable acoustic barrier could be formed by
installing a minimum 1.8m high close-boarded fence. Close-boarded acoustic fencing should be
constructed of solid, weather-treated timber of minimum 18mm thickness. All joints should be tightbutted with timber cover strips or tongue and groove boards to ensure that there are no air gaps in
the structure or between the base of the fence and the ground beneath.
Subject to securing the noise mitigation measures it is considered an acceptable level of residential
amenity can be secured for future residents.
h) Ecology
An ecological survey was submitted in support of the application. The survey found the arable field
to be of low ecological value.
Protected Species
There was no evidence of badgers, reptiles or bats on the site. A small number of birds were
recorded during the survey. The recommendations of the ecology report were therefore that bird
and bat boxes should be installed on site to enhance biodiversity. Our Wildlife Officer accepts the
findings of the report, and recommends that bird and bat boxes should be secured by way of a
planning condition. Whilst it is accepted that there was no evidence of badgers on site, as a
precaution, all construction trenches should be covered overnight or a means of escape provided
for any badgers or mammals that may become trapped. This should be secured by condition.
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Designated Sites
The application site is located within approximately 600m of West, Abbot’s and Lound Wood
(SSSI), 1.7km of Bonemills Hollow Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Bedford Purlieus SSSI
and National Nature Reserve (NNR), 5km of Barnack Hills and Holes SSSI, Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) and NNR, and 6km of Collyweston Great Wood and Easton Hornstocks SSSI
and NNNR.
Whilst it is accepted that the proposed development is unlikely to have any direct impact on any
designated sites, there is the potential for indirect impacts, particularly through changes in
hydrology and increased recreational pressure. Therefore these impacts must be fully assessed
and any adverse impacts identified appropriately mitigated.
In terms of potential water related impacts. The West, Abbots and Lound Woods SSSI and
Bonemills Hollow SSI national important site are water dependent and therefore potentially at risk
from changes in water quantity and quality. Therefore further information to demonstrate that foul
water disposal and surface water drainage from the site would not have any adverse effect on the
water environment and dependent habitats including the SSSI’s is required.
In respect of the potential for impacts through recreational pressure. There are evidence based
studies that indicate that the majority of regular visitors to areas of publicly accessible strategic
open space originate from within 8km driving distance. Therefore an assessment of the effects of
increased recreational pressure on designated sites and identify any mitigation (or financial
contribution towards these) to address any impacts.
Currently it is considered that there is insufficient information to rule out the likelihood of significant
effects on designated sites, therefore further information has been requested and Members will be
receive further information of this in the Update report. However it should be noted that this is an
allocated housing site, where the principle of approximately 160 residential dwellings and their
associated impacts has already been established. In this context therefore it is unlikely that the
additional 30 dwellings, now proposed above the already accepted 160 would render the impacts
on surrounding SSSI’s significant.
i) Archaeology
An archaeological geophysical survey was submitted in support of the application. It identified 7
positive linear anomalies of possible archaeological origin. These could represent Roman ditches
possibly associated with field boundaries or enclosures. It also identified 7 ferrous responses and
possible ferrous scatters in the eastern half of the site, which may be evidence of iron smelting.
Therefore these positive anomalies should be further investigated and characterised by means of
an evaluation by trial trenches targeted on the magnetic responses, namely the linear features and
the ferrous sites. Therefore a planning condition is recommended to secure this further
archaeological investigation.
Subject to the imposition of this archaeological condition, the proposed development is considered
to be in accordance with Policies CS17 of the Core Strategy and Policy PP17 of the Planning
Policies DPD.
j) Drainage/Flood Risk
A Flood Risk Assessment and preliminary foul and surface water drainage Strategy was submitted in
support of the application. The application site is located within Flood Zone 1, where it is considered
that there is a low probability of flooding, e.g. having a less than 1 in 100 annual probability of river of
sea flooding. All land uses are considered to be appropriate within this zone.
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As part of the submitted flood risk assessment, there is a requirement for incorporation of
sustainable urban drainage systems to deal with the surface water drainage and run off from the
development site. The drainage strategy proposes the use of soakaways, permeable paving and 2
infiltration ponds located in the open space area.
Our Drainage Officer has raised no objection subject to the imposition of a sustainable drainage
scheme condition, to agree the exact design, implementation, maintenance and management
arrangements.

Anglian Water and the Environment Agency have both also requested the imposition of a condition
in respect of foul drainage to prevent any unacceptable risk of flooding downstream.
Therefore the proposed development is considered to be in accordance with the NPPF and Policy
CS22 of the Core Strategy.
k) Community Facilities

No objections have been received from Education Services in respect of school capacity to serve
this allocated site for housing. CIL monies received for this development can be used to provided
additional education facilities if needed. The primary school website confirms that the school is
quite large with 21 classrooms, two halls and pleasant grounds. It was extended in 2000/2001 to
cope with the children returning from Germany as the RAF bases there closed. Unfortunately the
families were posted elsewhere so they now have a school built for 600 with approximately 300
children in 12 classes. Therefore it is not considered lack of school capacity could be a reason to
resist this development.
There are no existing doctor or dentist facilities within Wittering village with residents having to go
to nearby settlements e.g. Wansford, Stamford etc for these facilities. The development proposed
is not large enough to be able to afford the provision of doctor or dentist facilities, therefore new
residents will also have to travel to nearby settlements for their health care.
The services and facilities within the village were considered when allocating this site for housing
development and considered acceptable to sustain this level of housing growth. The additional 30
houses proposed now over and above this indicative 160 dwellings would not change this view.
l) Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)/S106
The Council has adopted a CIL Charging Schedule. Peterborough City Council are obliged to
collect the CIL from liable parties (usually either developers or landowners). All applications
identified as CIL liable will incur a CIL charge. This housing development proposed is CIL liable.
The site is located within the high CIL charging zone. If planning permission is granted the Council
will issue a CIL liability notice which will detail how much CIL is payable. Once commencement of
development takes place a CIL demand notice is issued which details how much CIL monies are
due and when they are due to be paid.
30% affordable housing provision is required by Policy CS8. This equates to 57 of the 190
dwellings proposed and this is to be secured by way of a legal agreement.
The on- site open space and play provision will be secured by way of a planning condition to
ensure it is retained and managed for the benefits of the residents.
The proposed development is therefore considered to be acceptable and in accordance national
and local planning policy.
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6

Conclusions

Subject to the imposition of the attached conditions, the proposal is acceptable having been
assessed in the light of all material considerations, including weighing against relevant policies of
the development plan and specifically:
- The majority of the application site is allocated for residential development in the adopted Site
Allocations DPD. Therefore the principle of residential on the site therefore has already been
established in accordance with Policy SA6.
- The loss of the allocated rural employment land is regrettable, however in this instance it is
accepted due to the lack of market interest in bringing forward this use, and due to the benefits and
more compatible land use housing would provide.
- No highway objections have been received, and travel planning is proposed to encourage where
possible the use of more sustainable non car modes of travel.
- The layout, density and design of the proposed housing development is considered to be
acceptable, with no adverse visual impacts on the surrounding area.
- There would be no unacceptable adverse impact on the residential amenity of any neighbouring
sites, in accordance with Policy PP3 of the Planning Policies DPD.
- Sustainable urban drainage methods are proposed to be secured by condition to ensure
adequate drainage of the site can be achieved, in accordance with Policy CS22 of the Core
Strategy.
- Subject to ensuring there will be no adverse impact on any surrounding SSSI’s, there will be no
unacceptable ecological impacts, and biodiversity enhancements will be achieved through planting
and bat and bird box provision.
7

Recommendation

The Director of Growth and Regeneration recommends that Planning Permission is GRANTED
subject to the signing of a LEGAL AGREEMENT and the following conditions:
C1

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years from
the date of this permission.
Reason: In accordance with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended).

C2

No above ground development shall take place until details all external materials e.g. roof,
bricks, windows, doors, external rainwater goods etc, have been submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details submitted for approval shall include
the name of the manufacturer, the product type, colour (using BS4800) and reference
number. The development shall not be carried out except in accordance with the approved
details.
Reason: For the Local Planning Authority to ensure a satisfactory external appearance, in
accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy
PP2 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).

C3

No development shall take place/commence until a programme of archaeological work
including a Written Scheme of Investigation for trial trenching has been submitted to, and
approved by, the local planning authority in writing. No development shall take place unless
in complete accordance with the approved scheme. The approved scheme shall be
implemented in full including any post development requirements e.g. archiving and
submission of final reports.
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Reason: To secure the obligation on the planning applicant or developer to mitigate the
impact of their scheme on the historic environment when preservation in situ is not
possible, in accordance with paragraphs 128 and 141 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (2012), Policy CS17 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy
PP17 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012). This is a pre-commencement
condition because archaeological investigations will be required to be carried out before
development begins.
C4

The development hereby permitted shall not be begun until details of the design,
implementation, maintenance and management of the sustainable drainage scheme have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. Those details
shall include: a) Information about the design storm period and intensity, discharge rates
and volumes (both pre and post development), temporary storage facilities, means of
access for maintenance, the methods employed to delay and control the surface water
discharged from the site and the measures taken to prevent flooding and pollution of the
receiving groundwater and/or surface waters; b) Flood water exceedance routes, both on
and off site; c) A timetable for its implementation, and d) A management and maintenance
plan for the lifetime of the development which shall include the arrangements for adoption
by an appropriate public body or statutory undertaker, management and maintenance by a
Residents’ Management Company or any other arrangements to secure the operation of
the sustainable drainage scheme throughout its lifetime. e) Demonstration that it meets the
governments national standards once approved, the scheme shall be implemented,
retained, managed and maintained in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To prevent the increased risk of flooding, to improve and protect water quality,
improve habitat and amenity, and ensure future maintenance of the surface water drainage
system.

C5

No building works which comprise the erection of a building required to be served by water
services shall be undertaken in connection with any phase of the development hereby
permitted until full details of a scheme including phasing, for the provision of mains foul
sewage infrastructure on and off site has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. No building shall be occupied until the works have been carried
out in accordance with the approved scheme.
Reason: To prevent flooding, pollution and detriment to public amenity through provision of
suitable water infrastructure.

C6

No development other than groundworks and foundations shall take place until, in line with
the Noise Assessment dated 25th June 2013, a scheme of noise mitigation to protect the
proposed dwellings and their garden from the A1 traffic noise and achieve the noise levels
internally and externally in line with the BS8233, have been submitted to and agreed in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
This will include confirmation of the masonry and roof construction requirements for the
new dwellings in accordance with parts 6.6 and 6.7 of the Noise report. It will also include
for the first row of housing on the east closest to the A1 noise source, details of the
proposed passive acoustic ventilators or ducted ventilation system for habitable rooms, to
ensure these properties can achieve suitable internal ventilation, in accordance with 6.8 of
the Noise report.
Details of the locations and type of acoustic fences proposed to protect the gardens closest
to the road noise in accordance with 6.11 of the noise report shall be submitted for
agreement.
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All the noise mitigation measures proposed above should be backed up with the necessary
acoustic performance data to ensure that the products proposed will achieve the necessary
acoustic performance.
Thereafter the development shall not be carried out expect in accordance with the
approved details, and maintained as such.
Reason: To ensure acceptable noise levels and levels of residential amenity are achieved,
in accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011). This is a
pre commencement condition because the use of appropriate noise mitigation windows and
ventilation is vital to achieving acceptable noise levels for residents and preventing abortive
works should inappropriate materials be used.
C7

Prior to the first occupation of any dwelling a scheme of bird and bat boxes including details
of their location and design shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. This shall include a range of nesting features to cater for Swifts, House
Sparrow and Starling. The development shall therefore be carried out in accordance with
the approved details.
Reason: In the interests of biodiversity in accordance with policy CS21 of the adopted Core
Strategy and the NPPF.

C8

All construction trenches shall be covered overnight or a means of escape provided for any
badgers or other mammals that may have become trapped.
Reason: In order to avoid harm to protected species and in accordance with policy CS21 of
the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.

C9

An ecological management plan shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority prior to the first occupation of the development. The ecological
management plan shall be implemented in accordance with a timetable contained therein
and as approved unless changes are first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The Plan shall include the following details:
- Long term design objectives
- Management responsibilities
- Maintenance schedules
Details of the proposed management company to be set up to maintain all the communal
areas of landscaping and open space on site shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority to ensure that these areas are suitably maintained and
managed for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In the interests of the visual appearance of the development and the enhancement
of biodiversity in accordance with Policy CS21 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD
(2011) and Policy PP16 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).

C10

20% (38) of the houses shall be constructed to meet Building Regulations Part M (Volume
1) Category 2 (the lifetime home standard). These houses shall be built to these standards,
and thereafter maintained as such.
Reason: In order to meet housing need in accordance with Policy CS8 of the adopted Core
Strategy.
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C11

If, during development, contamination not previously considered is identified, then the Local
Planning Authority shall be notified immediately and no further work shall be carried out
until a method statement detailing a scheme for dealing with the suspect contamination has
been submitted to and agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority. The
development shall thereafter not be carried out except in complete accordance with the
approved scheme.
Reason: To ensure all contamination within the site is dealt with in accordance with the
National Planning Policy Framework, in particular paragraphs 120 and 121 and Policy
PP20 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).

C12

Prior to the commencement of development, a scheme for the provision of fire hydrants
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure sufficient facilities for firefighting in accordance with policy CS16 of the
Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD. This is a pre commencement condition as
suitable fire hydrant need to be identified and designed into the scheme early for safety
reasons and to prevent abortive works on site.

C13

Prior to the first occupation of any dwelling the associated car parking and turning area for
that dwellings shown on drawing number 1167/003 Rev N shall be provided. Such provision
shall thereafter be retained for the car parking and turning of the dwellings on site and not
put to any other use.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with policy PP12 adopted
Planning Policies DPD.

C14

The roads and footways linking each dwelling with the public highway shall be constructed
to a minimum of base course level prior to the occupation of the dwelling to which they
relate. If houses within a phase are occupied with the road at base course level then a
timetable to show when the roads will be completed shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The roads shall thereafter be completed in
accordance with the approved timetable.
Reason: Reason: In the interests of the safety of all users of the public highway in
accordance with Policy CS14 of the adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.

C15

Within 1 month prior to the first occupation of any dwelling a detailed travel plan based on
the Interim Travel Plan dated May 2017 shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The detailed travel plan shall include SMART targets and
identify 'soft' measures to encourage the use of non-car modes to travel to and from the
site. The Travel Plans shall be in place for the life of the development.
Reason: In the interests of promoting sustainable transport and development in accordance
with policy CS14 of the adopted Peterborough Core Strategy.

C16

Notwithstanding the approved plans, no development shall take place above slab level until
a scheme for the hard and soft landscaping of the site has been submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The scheme shall include details of the following:-
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- Al hard surfacing materials for roads, footways, public spaces etc
- Details of the proposed LAP (including all equipment) and areas of Public Open space
- Proposed finished ground and building slab levels
- External SUDS features, e.g. permeable paving
- Planting plans including retained trees, species, numbers, size and density of planting
- An implementation programme (phased developments only)
- Details of any boundary treatments
The approved hard landscaping scheme shall be carried out with regard to the houses to
which it relates, prior to the occupation of those house and the soft landscaping shall be
carried out within the first available planting season following completion of the
development or first occupation (whichever is the sooner) or alternatively in
accordance with a timetable for landscape implementation which has been approved
as part of the submitted landscape scheme.
Reason: In the interests of visual amenity and then enhancement of biodiversity in
accordance with policy CS21 of the adopted Core Strategy and policy PP16 of the adopted
Planning Policies DPD.
C17

Any trees, shrubs or hedges forming part of the approved landscaping scheme (except
those contained in enclosed rear gardens to individual dwellings) that die, are removed or
become diseased within five years of the implementation of the landscaping scheme shall
be replaced during the next available planting season by the developers, or their
successors in title with an equivalent size, number and species to those being replaced.
Any replacement trees, shrubs or hedgerows dying within five years of planting shall
themselves be replaced with an equivalent size, number and species.
Reason: In the interests of the visual appearance of the development and the enhancement
of biodiversity in accordance with Policy CS21 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD
(2011) and Policy PP16 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).

C18

A landscape management plan shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority prior to the first occupation of the development. The management plan
shall be implemented in accordance with a timetable contained therein and as approved
unless changes are first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The Plan shall include the following details:
- Long term design objectives
- Management responsibilities
- Maintenance schedules
Details also of the proposed management company to be set up to maintain all the
communal areas of landscaping and open space on site shall be submitted to and agreed
in writing by the Local Planning Authority to ensure that these areas are suitably maintained
and managed for the lifetime of the development. All areas of Public Open space, Local
Area of Play and communal site landscaping as per plan 1167-003 Rev N shall be provided
on site within a timetable to be submitted and agreed by the Local Planning Authority and
these areas shall thereafter be retained and maintained for recreational purposes.
Reason: In the interests of the visual appearance of the development and the enhancement
of biodiversity in accordance with Policy CS21 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD
(2011) and Policy PP16 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).
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C19

(a) No development or other operations shall commence on site until a scheme (herein
after called the approved protection scheme) which provides for the retention and
protection of trees, shrubs and hedges growing on or adjacent to the site, including trees
which are the subject of a Tree Preservation Order currently in force, has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority; no development or other
operations shall take place except in complete accordance with the approved protection
scheme;
(b) No operations shall commence on site in connection with the development hereby
approved (including any tree felling, tree pruning, demolition work, soil moving, temporary
access construction and/or widening or any operations involving the use of motorised
vehicles or construction machinery) until the protection works required by the approved
protection scheme are in place;
(c) No excavations for services, storage of materials or machinery, parking of vehicles,
deposit or excavation of soil or rubble, lighting of fires or disposal of liquids shall take place
within any area designated as being fenced off or otherwise protected in the approved
protection scheme;
(d) Protective fencing shall be retained intact for the full duration of the development hereby
approved, and shall not be removed or repositioned without the prior written approval of the
Local Planning Authority;
Reason: In order to protect and safeguard the amenities of the area, in accordance with
Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policies PP2 and PP14 of
the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012). This is a pre-commencement condition
because the protective fencing must be in place and adequate prior to development
commencing to ensure the trees are protected.

C20

The development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with the following
approved plans and details:- Site Layout Plan – 1167/003 Rev N
- Location Plan
- House Type 2111 – 2111/A00/DS
- House Type 2404 – 2404/L00/DS
- House Type 2224 – L00/2224/DS
- House Type 2401 – 2401/LOO/DS
- House Type 2409 – 2409/01
- House Type – L00/2224/DS Rev A
- House Type – L00/2306/DS Rev A
- House Type L00/2308/DS
- House Type 2318/DS
- House Type L00/2323/DS
- House Type L00/2324/DS
- House Type 2326/L00/DS/01
- House Type 2326/L00/DS/02
- House Type 2409
- House Type 2410/L00/DS
- House Type - 2421
- House Type - 2423
- House Type – 2427/L00/DS
- House Type - 2509/L00/DS
- Garages Double – L00/GAR/02
- Garages Pair – L00/GAR/03
- Garages Single – L00/GAR/01
- Preliminary Foul and surface water drainage – MA9949/200 Rev A
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- Topograhical Survey Sheet 1 of 1 – S3428/01
- Tree Constraints Plan – 3764/08/D14-2170 (Overview and plans 1-10)
- Affordable housing and Lifetime Homes plan
- Site Appraisal – GRM/P6180/F.1 – Contamination
- Noise Assessment 1798.1/1 – 25th June 2013
- Tree Survey – 14-217/3764/08 v1
- Geophysical survey 69/13
- Protected Species Scoping survey
- Ecological Scoping Survey June 2015 (Expanded Nov 2016)
- Flood Risk Assessment Rev B
- Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
- Residential Travel Plan – Version 6
- Transport Assessment – Version 7
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
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Planning and EP Committee

Item No. 5.2

Application Ref:

17/00645/FUL

Proposal:

Erection of a Farm Shop, cafe/restaurant with associated vehicular
access, parking, hard and soft landscaping pursuant to relocation and
expansion of Willowbrook Farm Shop

Site:
Applicant:

The Elms, Helpston Road, Etton, Peterborough
Mr & Mrs GE and RJ Morton

Agent:
Site visit:
Referred by:
Reason:

Mr John Dickie
John Dickie Associates
13.06.2017
Head of Planning Services
This is an application of wider public interest

Case officer:
Telephone No.
E-Mail:

Mrs J MacLennan
01733 454438
janet.maclennan@peterborough.gov.uk

Recommendation:

GRANT subject to relevant conditions

1

Description of the site and surroundings and Summary of the proposal

Site and surroundings
The application site is approximately 0.9 hectares and is part of large rectangular field on the northern
side of Glinton Road, Helpston and situated 600m to the east of the village envelopment of Helpston
and 500m south west of the village envelope of Etton. The site comprises arable land situated to
the east of existing agricultural buildings within Elm Tree Farm; both are land within the applicant’s
ownership.
The site sits in line with the existing agricultural buildings at Elm Tree Farm but set back from the
road, and opposite residential properties on the south side of Glinton Road. The site is generally flat
and open. A hedgerow runs to the front of the site.
Proposal
The application proposal seeks approval for the erection of a farm shop, butchery, bakery.
café/restaurant and educational element including, a craft workshop associated with the relocation
of an existing facility at Scotsman’s Lodge on Stamford Road, Marholm operating as ‘Willowbrook’
farm shop.
The building would be single storey and have an ‘L’-shaped footprint with a floorspace of 720m². A
new access would be created off Glinton Road (B1443) and the site would provide 39 car parking
spaces.
The scheme as initially submitted referred to a second phase development of an events area. Phase
2 has since been deleted from the scheme and the application assesses the acceptability of phase
1 only.
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2

Planning History
Reference
10/01682/FUL
11/01464/DISCHG

Proposal
Extension of farm buildings for agricultural
use - proposed grain store
Discharge of condition C2 (Surface Water
Drainage), C4 (Planting), C5 (Bat and Bird
Boxes) of planning permission
10/01682/FUL - Extension of farm buildings
for agricultural use - proposed grain store

Decision
Permitted

Date
15/03/2011

Determined

07/11/2011

Permitted

20/03/2003

Permitted

29/05/2008

Permitted

27/10/2008

Permitted

01/04/2010

Planning history for the existing facility at Scotsman’s Lodge
03/00120/FUL
08/00257/FUL
08/01154/FUL

10/00187/WCPP

3

Change of use from farm storage building
to meat processing and sale
Change of use of part agricultural building
to tea room
Change of use of part of ground floor of
existing barn for tea room and associated
ancillary space
Variation of C1 of planning permission
08/01154/FUL to extend the opening hours
to 0700 - 2400 seven days per week

Planning Policy

Decisions must be taken in accordance with the development plan policies below, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.
National Planning Policy Framework (2012)
Section 2 - Retail Development Outside Town Centres
A sequential test should be applied to applications (except in relation to applications for small scale
rural offices or other development). Proposals which fail the sequential test or would have an
adverse impact should be refused.
Section 3 - Rural Economic Growth
Should be encouraged through sustainable growth and the expansion of business/ enterprise
including sustainable rural tourism/leisure developments which respect the character of the
countryside, via the conversion of existing buildings and well designed new buildings. The retention
and development of local services and community facilities should be promoted.
Section 4 - Assessment of Transport Implications
Development which generates a significant amount of traffic should be supported by a Transport
Statement/Transport Assessment. It should be located to minimise the need to travel/to maximise
the opportunities for sustainable travel and be supported by a Travel Plan. Large scale developments
should include a mix of uses. A safe and suitable access should be provided and the transport
network improved to mitigate the impact of the development.
Section 7 - Good Design
Development should add to the overall quality of the area; establish a strong sense of place; optimise
the site potential; create and sustain an appropriate mix of uses; support local facilities and transport
networks; respond to local character and history while not discouraging appropriate innovation;
create safe and accessible environments which are visually attractive as a result of good architecture
and appropriate landscaping. Planning permission should be refused for development of poor
design.
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Section 11 - Noise
New development giving rise to unacceptable adverse noise impacts should be resisted;
development should mitigate and reduce to a minimum other adverse impacts on health and quality
of life arising. Development often creates some noise and existing businesses wanting to expand
should not be unreasonably restricted because of changes in nearby land uses.
Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011)
CS01 - Settlement Hierarchy and the Countryside
The location/ scale of new development should accord with the settlement hierarchy. Development
in the countryside will be permitted only where key criteria are met.
CS14 - Transport
Promotes a reduction in the need to travel, sustainable transport, the Council’s UK Environment
Capital aspirations and development which would improve the quality of environments for residents.
CS15 - Retail
Development should accord with the Retail Strategy which seeks to promote the City Centre and
where appropriate the district and local centres. The loss of village shops will only be accepted
subject to certain conditions being met.
CS16 - Urban Design and the Public Realm
Design should be of high quality, appropriate to the site and area, improve the public realm, address
vulnerability to crime, be accessible to all users and not result in any unacceptable impact upon the
amenities of neighbouring residents.
CS17 - The Historic Environment
Development should protect, conserve and enhance the historic environment including nonscheduled nationally important features and buildings of local importance.
CS20 - Landscape Character
New development should be sensitive to the open countryside. Within the Landscape Character
Areas development will only be permitted where specified criteria are met.
CS21 - Biodiversity and Geological Conservation
Development should conserve and enhance biodiversity/ geological interests unless no alternative
sites are available and there are demonstrable reasons for the development.
Peterborough Site Allocations DPD (2012)
SA04 - Village Envelopes
These are identified on the proposals map. Land outside of the village envelop is defined as open
countryside.
Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012)
PP02 - Design Quality
Permission will only be granted for development which makes a positive contribution to the built and
natural environment; does not have a detrimental effect on the character of the area; is sufficiently
robust to withstand/adapt to climate change; and is designed for longevity.
PP03 - Impacts of New Development
Permission will not be granted for development which would result in an unacceptable loss of privacy,
public and/or private green space or natural daylight; be overbearing or cause noise or other
disturbance, odour or other pollution; fail to minimise opportunities for crime and disorder.
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PP08A - (a) Tourism, Leisure and Cultural Uses in Villages/the Open Countryside
Permission will be granted for development of an appropriate scale; which would support the local
community; is compatible with the surrounding character / would not harm the open countryside; is
easily accessible; and is supported by a robust business plan.
PP09 - Development for Retail and Leisure Uses
A sequential approach will be applied to retail and leisure development. Retail development outside
Primary Shopping Areas or leisure development outside any centre will be refused unless the
requirements of Policy CS15 of the Core Strategy have been satisfied or compliance with the
sequential approach has been demonstrated.
PP12 - The Transport Implications of Development
Permission will only be granted if appropriate provision has been made for safe access by all user
groups and there would not be any unacceptable impact on the transportation network including
highway safety.
PP13 - Parking Standards
Permission will only be granted if appropriate parking provision for all modes of transport is made in
accordance with standards.
PP16 - The Landscaping and Biodiversity Implications of Development
Permission will only be granted for development which makes provision for the retention of trees and
natural features which contribute significantly to the local landscape or biodiversity.
PP19 - Habitats and Species of Principal Importance
Permission will not be granted for development which would cause demonstrable harm to a habitat
or species unless the need for, and benefits of it, outweigh the harm. Development likely to have an
impact should include measures to maintain and, if possible, enhance the status of the habitat or
species.
Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Mineral and Waste Core Strategy DPD (2011)
MW26 - Mineral Safeguarding Areas
Mineral Safeguarding Areas identify potentially economic deposits of mineral to ensure they are not
unknowingly or needlessly sterilised.
MW27 - Mineral Consultation Areas
Mineral Consultation Areas are buffers around existing or planned mineral sites. Development will
only be permitted in these areas where it is demonstrated that it will not prejudice existing or future
mineral extraction.
Peterborough Local Plan 2016 to 2036 (Preliminary Draft)
This document sets out the planning policies against which development will be assessed. It will
bring together all the current Development Plan Documents into a single document. Consultation on
this document took place between December 2016 and 9 February 2017. The responses are
currently being reviewed. At this preliminary stage only limited weight can be attached to the policies
set out therein.
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4

Consultations/Representations

PCC Peterborough Highways Services – No objection - The Local Highways Authority (LHA)
appreciate that the applicant/agent wanted to provide comprehensive information to address Phase
1 and 2 but for the purposes of this planning application it is not required. At present the proposals
and site layout do not include the events facility e.g. coach parking etc would be required as part of
the planning layout. The events facility is not included in this application as a land use. It may be
that the proposed access dimensions are acceptable to accommodate the turning requirements of
the largest vehicles likely to visit the site but the trip generation and parking requirements for the
events facility shall need to be assessed under a separate planning application.
It is possible that when the events facility is implemented that Section 278 works shall be required
in the adjacent public highway (as mentioned previously at pre-application stage). An addendum to
the TA was submitted for Phase I and the LHA raises no objections subject to the appending of
conditions.
PCC Pollution Team – No objections – The premises is 50m from the nearest residential property
therefore noise, odour and light from the site will have to be controlled. It is recommended that the
opening times, delivery hours, extraction (noise and odour) details and lighting are secured by
condition.
PCC Tree Officer – No objections - There is no objection to the proposal if there is a robust
landscaping scheme. The Proposed Site Layout outlines a slightly different arrangement of
boundary screening to that of the Landscape Mitigation Proposals plan with the preference for the
latter. On the southern boundary the preference would be of strengthening the existing hedgerow
whilst on the eastern boundary the planting of a native hedgerow with occasional hedgerow trees.
On the western boundary where a bund is identified on the Proposed Site Layout. The bund is not
ruled out if construction the planting is likely to establish well and that being smaller native specimens
such as hazel, dogwood, gelder rose, hawthorn, blackthorn, spindle etc.
PCC Travel Choice – No objection – The Framework Travel Plan submitted is concise and covers
everything that would be expected. Once the site has been occupied a tailored workplace Travel
Plan should be submitted detailing current staff travel patterns, along with home postcode details
so that initiatives and actions contained in the Travel Plan can be tailored to increase sustainable
travel behaviour. Consideration should be made for the provision of shower/changing facilities for
staff that walk/cycle to work.
Archaeological Officer - A programme of archaeological investigations carried out in February
(geophysical survey) and September (trial trenching) 2016 revealed linear features, including the
remains of medieval plough furrows. Thick subsoil, particularly over the eastern side of the site,
appeared to mark the position of a 'headland' created where the plough was turned in an area of
ridge and furrow. The remaining, undated, ditches could represent a continuation of the Iron Age to
Roman enclosures recorded to the west of the farm. No artefacts pre-dating the medieval period
were retrieved during the investigation. On the basis of the results from the investigations, there is
no need to secure further archaeological work, as the site has been sufficiently characterised.
PCC Wildlife Officer – No objection - The proposal is unlikely to impact on any protected species
or habitats. However opportunities to enhance the scheme for biodiversity, for example by installing
a range of bird nesting features that cater for a number of different species such as House Sparrow,
Starling & Swift would be welcomed. Details regarding numbers, designs and locations may be
provided by the applicant which would be acceptable via a suitably worded condition. It is
recommended that a range of native tree, shrub and plant species as part of the new tree and
hedgerow scheme as well as the meadow area are used. The pond should be planted with a range
of native, marginal wetland plants. The details could be secured by condition. The officer advises
that subject to the details being incorporated into the scheme there would be a net gain in
biodiversity.
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PCC Minerals And Waste Officer (Policy) – No objection - The site lies within a Mineral
Safeguarding Area to the south of Maxey quarry and the associated Mineral Consultation Area. The
current planning permission for Maxey Quarry and the remainder of the allocated site (M1E) to the
north east demonstrate that it is unlikely the mineral within the proposal site is of economic or
potential value and would not conflict with policy CS26 of the MW Core Strategy.
It is noted that the proposal site lies fractionally beyond the Mineral Consultation Area (M9N)
associated with Maxey Quarry (the southern extension area). MCA's are allocated to ensure that
existing or future working of reserves will not be prevented or prejudiced by other forms of
development. The new business in this area may bring noise complaints in the future, particularly
Phase 2 which may bring additional outdoor recreational use which may prejudice the existing Maxey
Quarry.
There are noise level conditions on the planning permission for the quarry as well as a condition for
working hours.
The Officer has no objections to the proposal however, the second phase may not be compatible
with the neighbouring quarry. The applicant should also be made fully aware of the implications of
developing the proposal site adjacent to the existing quarry (i.e. no actions will be taken against the
quarry operators as long as they are working within the controlled hours and noise levels).
Furthermore, it is considered that a landscape screen to the rear (north) of the proposal site may
offer additional amenity mitigation.
PCC Drainage - The details submitted are a little sparse however reference is made to a
SuDs/drainage Strategy. It is not known if the infiltration/ soakaways will be practical. The applicant
may need to apply to Welland and Deeping Internal Drainage Board to gain permission to discharge
their water into the adjacent watercourse if the ground conditions are not found to be
favourable. Requests a drainage condition be appended requiring construction details of permeable
surfacing along with confirmation of how roof water is being managed. Information on ground
conditions, flows etc are also required.
Welland & Deeping Internal Drainage Board – No objection - The Board's Etton Cross Road Drain
runs to the southern boundary of the site and a new vehicle crossing is proposed. An application to
the Board is required in advance and the technical details agreed. The drain is also afforded the
protection of a 9m byelaw distance which prevents any structures within the area without the Board's
consent.
Anglian Water - No objection subject to foul drainage condition.
Landscape Architect (Amey) – No objection - On the basis that detailed mitigation measures are
proposed to address the principles of the LCAP `Landscape Strategy’ “improve and conserve” for
LCA sub-area 3a) Welland Valley and taking into account the findings of the visual assessment, then
I see no reason to object to the application on the grounds of Landscape and Visual matters
Etton Parish Council – Objects - The NPPF states that the planning system should contribute to
sustainable development. The application fails to meet the three dimensions of sustainable
development:
Economic: We do not believe there will be any economic benefit to the village. There is no guarantee
that any new jobs created will be given to the local people of Etton. There are only 50 houses in the
village and many people are retired or commuters or still in education. Most staff will simply transfer
from the existing business. The application mentions a £30m investment and we wonder what the
overall project will be and would like to see what the overall plan is. The application states that 40%
of the produce would be locally sourced which seems low, most would be from the applicant’s farm
and so would not bring any benefit to the community of Etton.
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Social: The NPPF states a development should support a strong, vibrant and healthy
community…through accessible local services that reflect the community's needs and support its
health, social and cultural wellbeing. This development fails to meet this criterion. The Parish Council
is concerned that phase two would have a considerable impact on the Golden Pheasant Public
House, which is the only amenity in the village, which regularly hosts parties and weddings and is a
focal point for the community. This development would we believe have a detrimental effect on this
business, which many use in the village as a means of socialising and forms a centre role in
community events. There was no mention of this business on the applicant’s documents.
Environment: The LVIA takes no account of the Conservation Area Status of the village of Etton.
The application does not include any material visual impact mitigation by means of landscaping and
planting. There is mention of a bund, similar to the Maxey Quarry extension and we would like more
details on what is proposed. The Transport Assessment is generally of a poor standard and does
not comprehensively assess the transport impacts. The baseline assessment assumes a regular
hourly flow of traffic whereas the reality, due to the constant opening/closing of the Helpston level
crossing, there is significant variation and volume peaks. This already results in extended queuing
for westbound traffic turning right on Helpston Road. This should be taken account of and assessed.
Similarly, the TA assumes a spread of arrivals and departures however the report also assesses the
transport impacts of the phase 2 event/conference facilities proposal. This type of facility for up to
250 attendees typically have fixed start times for events causing peaks of vehicles arriving and
leaving potentially resulting in much larger numbers of vehicles needing to turn right across the path
of oncoming vehicles.
The TA takes no account of the number of deliveries required, HGV movements or refuse collection
vehicles nor the noise impacts associated with out of hours/early morning deliveries, the use of
reversing alarms etc.
The parking provision of 62 spaces is not in accordance with Peterborough City Council's maximum
car parking standards. This includes spaces for Phase 2 which does not form part of this planning
application. The number of car parking spaces should be based on the application as submitted
rather on an assumption that a future phase 2 will subsequently be approved.
There are parts of this planning application that will provide infrastructure and assesses the impacts
of the phase 2 planning application. Therefore, it is unclear why the phase 2 proposal is not included
with this application given its prominence to the business plan and in supporting documents.
The vehicular access to the site lacks appreciation for traffic movements of this road. It will mean
there will be two junctions within a short distance of each other, which would cause a safety issue.
There will be a visual impact on the houses which currently overlook the field where the proposed
development will take place. We note from these residents that they have not been notified by the
planning department. The nature of the landscape means that noise pollution from the venue could
have a detrimental impact on residents.
Reference is made to the ‘ex?buildings’ on the proposed plan. These buildings are currently in use
as grain stores by the applicant. We also note, from the application that this is part of a 30 million
project, however no more details were supplied regarding this and how it may impact Etton village.
Helpston Parish Council – No objection in principle. However consideration should be given to
two matters of concern. The proposed access and exit splays to the site cross a very busy
cycleway/footpath. This cycleway is used by many children from Helpston making their way to
the Arthur Mellows Village College at Glinton on bicycles. Their right of way at the access and
egress points to this development must take priority and must be made completely safe. This
requires proper dropped kerb installations, proper indicators to local road vehicles of child cyclists
rights of way upgrading of the cycleway surfaces to enable smooth cycle movements in this
area and general full safety provision for the inattentive children.
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Vehicles use the B1443 run up to the level crossing in Helpston to accelerate toward the
crossing gates, increasing speeds to get through the crossing before the gates come down at just
the point where the new access and egress points to the new shop will be. It is requested
that Highways establish an extension to the 30mph limit to the east of these accesses.
Local Residents/Interested Parties
Initial consultations: 2
Total number of responses: 13
Total number of objections: 12
Total number in support: 1
12 letters of objection have been received raising the following issues:





























This would be detrimental to the village of Etton
Huge negative impact on the conservation areas of Etton
The proposal will impact on the quiet tranquil atmosphere in Etton
The fields and open space around the village are an inherent part of its beauty
The proposal will be obstruction of views from my house, especially once the existing bund is
extended by Tarmac.
The erection of the large green barn was bad enough
This is simply not the right site for an events facility.
Etton is in danger of becoming an island with no local amenities. This would damage property
prices
This is type of development is unwelcome!
PCC should be looking to reduce its carbon footprint.
It would set a precedent for further development which would destroy the village environment
There is no landscaping/screening proposed in the application
It would increase cut-through traffic in the village of Etton
The additional traffic will cause noise and pollution and wear and tear on a narrow back road
The road has recently been closed for 3 months for essential resurfacing. This would be
required more frequently to the detriment of village life.
The country lane is barely wide enough for two cars to pass
Increased traffic on Helpston Road will exaggerate the safety issue for traffic turning right on
either side of the crossing
Traffic approaching the crossing will also have to wait for vehicles attempting to cross the
increased flow into the proposed business, causing consistent build-up further along the road
to a much heavier degree.
I hope the Council will cut the verges outside my house regularly so I can see the oncoming
traffic
Object to the conclusions of the traffic statement which was carried out 14 months ago
Helpston Road is a racetrack
Vehicles often tail back to my driveway from the crossing
The entrance is near my driveway making it a 4 way crossing
I have to reverse where the new entrance will be; it should be relocated to the existing farm
entrance
The traffic survey was not carried out during the school run
Reduce speed through the area
Put yellow lines for 100m from junction with A15 to prevent bottle neck
Erect screening to prevent headlights from cars existing the site in winter as they will shine
directly into my lounge
The access is on a 60mph road where cars often speed due to either being stuck at the railway
crossing for so long or trying to get to the crossing before the gates go down.
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The access would be hazardous as it crosses a cycle/footpath used to access schools in
Helpston and Glinton.
Etton already suffers from vehicles using the village as a rat run
Creating a retail/leisure facility will increase numbers of vehicles from Market Deeping and the
north. This should be assessed the Transport Statement.
This is a working farm with machinery in and out of the driveway; how can it be safe to have
Children’s play in the same vicinity
There would be unwanted noise
The presence of a ' bund' has not only been detrimental to my visual landscape and the
conservation area status of the village but invasive noise level are still constantly audible
increased noise levels i.e. music, generators, refuse collection, reverse alarms, machinery,
unsocial able behaviour and car engines
I am presuming phase 2 of the proposed development would exist as a second floor unit
increasing visual impact and noise
The proposal does not include any noise assessment for impact on neighbouring properties
There is insufficient information regarding further development of this site.
There is no economic benefit to Etton
Most of the residents in Etton are elderly and would be unable to access the facility
The proposal would impact on the custom of the Golden Pheasant public house which does well
in the summer by passing cyclists using the green wheel path.
Potential loss of business, livelihood and possible closure of Golden Pheasant, the village’s
meeting point
This is a huge development so close to my business, which is of a similar nature
It has taken years to build up my business and the proposal will draw on my trade
If my business closes this will impact on local staff and deny residents of a community facility in
walking distance
As there produce will be their own supply they will have an unfair advantage and we cannot
compete
As I will be able to see this from by back garden why was I not notified?
The residents of Etton have not been consulted and it only came to light three days before the
deadline
I am very worried about the second phase of this development. I understand that this £2
million project is part of a £30 million project. I am concerned that this may be a property
development.
A property development would impact on the conservation area of Etton and put a drain on
John Clare School which is already over-subscribed.
I am not opposed to the relocation of the farm show at its current size the proposed
development is too large

One letter has been received in support of the application however it also raises concerns
regarding traffic as cars often tail back to the proposed access point from the Helpston Crossing.
5

Assessment of the planning issues

Background
The existing enterprise ‘Willowbrook’ has been operating at Scotsmans Lodge since 2004. It is
understood that the business is now well established and successful, however the business is unable
to expand at the current facility due to the lack of space within the existing site.
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The principle of development
The site lies within the open countryside and there are strict local and national planning policies
which restrict development in the open countryside to that which are demonstrably essential for the
effective operation of local agriculture, horticulture, forestry, outdoor recreation and so on. The
proposal is however an established business wishing to expand. The development would be closely
related to the agricultural use of the site ‘Elm Tree Farm’ and would support the agricultural units
within the locality and the viability of the Enterprise. It is considered that the proposal would have a
social, environmental and economic benefit in accordance with advice within the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF), notwithstanding the comments made by Etton Parish Council.
The NPPF encourages sustainable economic growth in rural areas both through the conversion of
existing buildings and well designed new buildings. It also supports the provision and expansion of
tourist and visitor facilities in appropriate locations where identified needs are not met by existing
facilities in rural service centres.
Furthermore, policy PP8 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD supports the
development of tourism, leisure and cultural uses where the development would be consistent with
the scale and size of its location without unacceptable environmental impacts; would not adversely
affect existing services and facilities and would be compatible with or would enhance the character
of the area and would not cause harm to the countryside. Such proposals need to be supported with
a robust business plan that demonstrates (i) the demand for the development and (ii) that the facilities
to be provided would constitute a viable business proposition on a long-term basis.
Whilst the proposal may not strictly fall within a ‘tourism, leisure and cultural’ use, this is an existing
business which does generate visitors to the farm site. It is considered that the current facility is
closely related to the open countryside location and contributes to the local rural economy. It is
proposed that the new facility would also provide a craft workshop and educational facilities for
example cookery demonstrations.
A business plan has been submitted in support of the application which provides details of income
and profits over the coming years. It is considered that given the success of the business so far, the
need for expansion and the investment proposed in the facility it is likely that the business would
remain viable in the long term. It is therefore considered that the proposal complies with policy PP8
of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policy DPD.
It is acknowledged that the proposal is in part, a retail development outside of a designated centre
and therefore consideration is given to policy CS15 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy and
policy PP9 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD. Essentially as the site lies outside
of a centre a sequential approach to site selection should be followed which would demonstrate that
there are no alternative sites available higher up the search hierarchy. In this case the applicant was
asked whether alternative sites were considered either in a village location or on another farm.
‘Willowbrook’ is now a recognised local brand and an important requirement for a new location is
that the site needs to be in the same geographical area in order to capitalise on the established
customer base. The requirements for the business need a catchment area of six miles from its
current location at Scotsmans Lodge. The applicant considers that anything beyond this area would
be unsuitable for the expansion of the business.
The applicant asked a local agent to carry out some research on potential sites in the area. An in
depth search was undertaken and a number of local land owners and agents were approach
however there were no alternative sites that were either suitable or available. There are currently
no farms for sale in the catchment area or any plots of land.
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The question was also asked regarding the feasibility of utilising the existing agricultural buildings at
Elm Tree Farm. The applicant has advised that the existing agricultural buildings are in use as part
and parcel of the Morton Family farming business. Converting these barns to a Farm Shop use
would therefore compromise the functionality of the Farm. Aside from the Grain Store built in 2010,
the other buildings were constructed in the mid 20th century with extensive use of asbestos based
materials. The cost of removing the asbestos materials and replacing with contemporary compliant
materials would result in hugely abnormal construction costs - the build cost per sq ft would likely
exceed that for a completely new structure. Also converting an existing building would not achieve
a ‘low carbon’ development.
It is also argued that part of the customer appeal is the backdrop of an old stone barn at Scotman’s
Lodge and whilst the proposed new buildings can replicate that setting, converted mid 20th century
agricultural storage and workshop buildings would fall short in terms of the desired brand image.
The applicant was asked why does the facility have to be located at the Elms and why could it not
operate from an existing centre of within a village location. The applicant responded that there were
no village locations that were either available for suitable. This is because the model of the business
is based around produce which is grown alongside the facility - from soil to counter in just a few
yards; a model the applicant argues is highly sustainable with zero ‘food miles’ for much of the
produce range. Operating alongside a working farm (as with Scotsmans Lodge) is very much part
and parcel of the Willowbrook brand. Willowbrook is a ‘real’ farm shop in that the Morton family are
genuine local farmers selling (mostly) their own produce. The Elm Tree Farm development will
enable this to continue and expand. The applicant considers that having the facility in an existing
retail centre would be an entirely different form of business.
Finally, the educational aspect of the new Willowbrook proposal is an important feature. Scotsmans
Lodge is extremely constrained and school visits are challenging. The new development will allow
students (young and old) to grow their own vegetables on site and prepare them under professional
supervision and tutelage in the proposed large scale commercial kitchen - a ‘farm to fork’ (in some
cases ‘farm to school’) culture will be promoted. The facility will focus on agricultural education, will
enable more and more consumers to understand and appreciate how farms work thus enabling more
integration with rural life.
Whilst it is accepted that some trade may be drawn away from designated centres, it is considered
that the farm shop would provide an exclusive range of goods which would not generally compete
with shops found in a designated centres. Additionally, the business model proposed which includes
a craft centre and education facility requires a close connection with a farming activity which could
be provided at Elm Tree Farm. As this is an existing business and subject to restricting the products
for sale the proposal would be unlikely to have a material impact in this regard.
The proposal therefore accords with policies CS1 and CS15 of the Adopted Peterborough Core
Strategy DPD and policies PP8 and PP9 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD and
sections 2 and 3 of the NPPF
It is not considered that the proposal would impact on the viability of the city centre or designated
centre. The proposal would enable the expansion of and existing successful rural business and
would support the agricultural use of the area and the viability of the Enterprise.
Concerns have been raised regarding the proposal setting an undesirable precedent for future
applications for similar uses. However, in this instance this is an established business and a wellknown brand within the area and inherently connected to an agricultural enterprise and not a fledgling
enterprise. Each application is judged on its merits.
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Reference is also made by objectors to the impact the proposal would have on the Golden Pheasant
Public House in Etton. It is accepted that the proposal would offer customer choice in the area,
however the phase I is essentially a Farm Shop and café/restaurant which is not the same use as
the public house. The facility also has the potential to bring additional custom to the area to the
benefit of local services including the Golden Pheasant Public House.
There have been a number of objections to the proposed Phase II, however as stated above this
second phase is not part of this proposal and the acceptability of Phase II would be considered
should a formal application be submitted in the future.
Design and visual amenity
The design of the building would be in keeping with the context of the open countryside. The building
is considered to be low key and intended to capture the local vernacular ‘farmyard’ architecture. The
proposed materials would be of timber, coursed limestone rubble walling with dressed stone arches,
quoins, etc under a pantile roof. A landscaping scheme has been submitted as part of the Landscape
Visual Impact Assessment which proposes native trees and shrubs to the site boundary. The
building would have an ‘L’ shaped footprint extending 40m north-south and 28m west-east and the
height would be 6.8m at ridge height and 2.6m at eave height. The building would be set in from the
road by some 30m.
Solar panels are to be used on the adjacent farm building to serve the facility.
It is considered that the design of the facility would assimilate with the open countryside setting. The
proposal therefore accords with policy PP2 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD,
policy CS16 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD and section 7 of the NPPF.
Impact on the Landscape Character
Peterborough CS20 (Landscape Character) requires that new development in and adjoining the
countryside should be located and designed in a way that is sensitive to its landscape setting,
retaining and enhancing the distinctiveness of the local landscape character area and sub-area.
A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) supports the application. The LVIA follows
standard procedure. It assesses the ways in which the proposed developments would have an effect
on the existing landscape character and visual amenity of receptors in the surrounding area. The
site lies within National Character Area NCA 75: Kesteven Uplands. At a local level, the site lies
within Landscape Character for Peterborough City Council Landscape Character Area (LCA) “3
Welland Valley: Welland Valley Fringe’’. The site lies well within this LCA, with the nearest different
LCA some 1.1km to the northwest.
The applicant undertook a desk top analysis and a site survey in January 2017 when vegetation was
free of leaf cover to demonstrate a worst case view to determine the baseline character, visual nature
and condition of the application site, including perceptual and aesthetic factors which contribute to
character.
The topography of the area is flat and open. The LVIA considers that the local vegetation and built
form prevent views of the site from the west and generally further to the south, east and north. The
landscape impacts are predicted to be slight adverse. The proposal and mitigation affect only the
immediate area of Landscape Character Type “Welland Valley: 3a Welland Valley Fringe’’. Visual
impacts are predicted to be slight adverse initially, with the potential for reduction to negligible
adverse impacts, or even beneficial in places, with the implementation of the mitigation proposals.
The LVIA has been considered by a Landscape Consultant. It is considered that the methodology
used for the assessment is robust although additional viewpoints from the crossing point of the
National Cycle Route (NCR)21 with the B1443 and immediately adjacent to the Elm Tree Farmhouse
should have been included. However the methodology used is considered to be robust and sufficient
information is provided for conclusions to be drawn.
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It is agreed that the proposal is unlikely to give rise to significant landscape and visual effects in the
‘wider’ landscape due to the scale of the development and that the proposal will generally be skylined
by adjacent agricultural buildings at Elm Tree Farm on the western boundary. This greatly reduces
the area of visual influence, and an agricultural profiled building would generally not be
uncharacteristic of the Landscape Character Area. No significant effects are expected on designated
nature and heritage assets. The Overall Magnitude of Effect on the Site as a receptor is “Slight
Adverse” and the Overall Visual Effect is also “Slight Adverse”. A single View Point (VP) to the north
experienced a rating of “Moderate/Slight Adverse” visual impact. It is noted that a VP was not
considered from the adjacent Elm Tree Farm which would have elevated impacts due to its proximity
to the site.
The assessment is considered to be appropriate for the Phase I development however further details
would be required regarding landscape mitigation. It is considered that the wider landscape is robust
enough to absorb this proposal due to its proximity to the existing built mass at Elm Tree Farm.
Subject to detailed mitigation measures to address the principles of the need to “improve and
conserve” for LCA sub-area (3a) Welland Valley and taking into account the findings of the visual
assessment the consultant does not object to the proposal on Landscape and Visual matters. The
proposal therefore accords with policy CS20 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.
Highway implications
A Transport statement supports the application which considers the transport, traffic, access and
safety aspects of the relocated development. The Transport information as originally submitted
included both phases of the development and assessed the impact of the development based on
both phases being implemented. The applicant was advised to amend the information to include
information only relating to Phase 1 and an addendum has been submitted.
For Phase 1 a robust assessment of the impact of the proposed development on the infrastructure
network revealed that the retail activity could potentially generate 103 x 2way vehicle movements at
Saturday peak.
The site would be accessed off Glinton Road at a point central to the site. The development would
provide 39 formal car parking spaces of which 3 would be dedicated to blue badge users; and an
additional 25 spaces would be provided in the form of grasscrete. The development would also
provide 10 cycle stands (20 cycle parking spaces).
The site is within walking distance to the villages of Helpston and Etton and there is a pedestrian
and cycle link (designated shared use) on the northern side of Glinton Road. This links to a
footbridge over the A15 to Glinton.
The village of Helpston is served by a regular bus service although the nearest bus stop is
approximately 600m from the site. However whilst the site is located within a rural part of
Peterborough it is possible for the site to be accessed via sustainable means of travel.
Analysis of road traffic accident data has been undertaken, and it is considered that the modest
increase in trips arising from the development is unlikely to have an adverse impact on highway
safety on the local network.
An Interim Workplace Travel Plan has been prepared which promotes sustainable travel measures
and sets realistic targets. The Travel Plan will be submitted alongside this report to support the
planning application. A Travel Plan will be secured by condition.
Objections have been received from local residents and the Parish Councils regarding the impact
on the highway network. There is particular concern regarding speeding vehicles coming out of the
railway crossing and those attempting to get over the crossing before the gates come down. As
stated above the traffic generation at peak times would not be significant to warrant any highway
safety measures and the LHA does not raise any objections to phase I. It is unreasonable to seek
ways to address existing behaviour on the adjacent highway.
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Helpston Parish Council has raised concern regarding the safety of cyclists that would cross the
access point, particularly as this is a route for children from Helpston making their way to the
Arthur Mellows Village College at Glinton on bicycles.
It is the view of the LHA that during the summer months the traffic generation to and from the site
shall be slightly higher than the winter months however it is thought that the proposed farm shop
(phase 1) will not generate a significant amount of traffic overall to and from the site.
Peak travel times for Glinton school and the farm shop shall also differ significantly. It is thought that
Saturday and Sunday lunch times during the summer months shall operate as the peak times for the
farm shop. Peak times for schools are the AM peak (8.15 to 9.15 approximately) and PM peak
(around 3.15 in the afternoon) therefore the traffic travelling to and from the site shall be minimal
whilst children are travelling to school from Helpston to Glinton.
To provide pedestrians and cyclists on the adjacent footway/cycleway priority over motorists
entering/leaving the site, the LHA are proposing that a simple dropped crossing kerb arrangement
is utilized which would grant priority to users of the adjacent footway/cycleway. The LHA also intend
to keep the access as narrow as practically possible. A bellmouth design access with junction radii
would not be appropriate as this would grant priority to motorists.
Considering the small scale of the development and the fact that it is not expected to generate
significantly high levels of traffic the LHA could not expect the applicant to provide signage or to
upgrade the footway/cycleway at this time (for Phase 1).
However the LHA could ensure, as part of the design, that channel blocks are placed across the
access at the back edge of the footway complete with white 'Give Way' markings behind the channel
blocks. This shall indicate to motorists leaving the site that users of the adjacent footway/cycleway
have priority in crossing the access.
Helpston Parish Council has also suggested extending the 30mph speed limit to the east of the
access however, the LHA is of the view that it is not appropriate for a single carriageway rural road.
Glinton Road is a long straight road with good visibility and the LHA’s concerns are that motorists
would not abide by the speed limit and also that it may encourage overtaking of cars. This is not
something that the LHA would want to encourage (the Police may even raise objections).
A 30mph speed limit is more likely to be applied in the vicinity of a development if there were lots of
houses nearby with small front gardens which gives the illusion of a more enclosed feel to the area.
The imposing of a 30mph speed limit may create a highway safety issue where at present there is
none.
It is not considered that the proposal would result in any adverse highway implications and no further
measures are required for the highway network. In addition the proposal would provide adequate
parking facilities within the site in accordance with parking standards. Hence the proposal accords
with policies PP12 and PP13 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD.
Neighbouring Amenity
The site is fairly isolated in nature however there are two residential properties opposite the site on
the south side of Glinton Road. The facility would be positioned well into the site however,
consideration has to be given to the amenity of the neighbouring properties. Hours of use shall be
restricted to prevent unacceptable impact during unsociable hours, from the general activity of
customers and deliveries. Conditions would be appended to the decision regarding noise levels
from mechanical equipment and extraction/ventilation.
In addition due to the countryside location which is relatively dark the level of lighting will have to be
controlled.
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Subject to the controls indicated above it is not considered that the proposal would unduly impact
upon the amenity of neighbouring occupiers and hence the proposal accords with policy PP3 of the
Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD and policy CS16b of the Adopted Peterborough Core
Strategy DPD.
Heritage Assets
There are no Heritage Assets affected by the proposals. The Etton Conservation area boundary is
approximately 340m from the site and it is not considered that the proposal would impact on the
character and appearance of this area.
There are no listed buildings within close proximity to the site which would be affected by the
proposal.
Landscaping and Biodiversity
The site is sparse of trees and landscaping features, limited to a fairly young hedgerow to the front
of the site. The scheme proposes a Landscape Mitigation Plan within the application. This includes
the continuation of the hedge on the southern boundary, the planting of a linear woodland belt or
hedgerow. It is suggested that spoil from the site could be formed into bunds which could increase
the height of the screen. It is noted that when bunds are usually formed the soils are compacted and
these ground conditions are not conducive for long term tree growth. Therefore, the use of bunds
onsite is not advised to enhance vegetative screening where trees are required.
The Tree Officer raises no objections to the proposal if there is a robust landscaping scheme agreed.
It is noted that the Proposed Site Layout outlines a slightly different arrangement of boundary
screening to that of the Landscape Mitigation Proposals plan with the preference for the latter. On
the southern boundary the preference would be of strengthening the existing hedgerow whilst on the
eastern boundary the planting of a native hedgerow with occasional hedgerow trees.
On the western boundary a bund is identified on the proposed site layout. The bund is not ruled out
if construction the planting is likely to establish well and that being smaller native specimens such
as hazel, dogwood, gelder rose, hawthorn, blackthorn, spindle etc. These details could be secured
by way of a Landscaping condition.
The site is an arable field and there are no ecological implications resulting from the development.
It is proposed that a pond would be included to the south eastern corner of the site. The planting of
native species would also be welcomed. A condition would be appended to the decision requiring a
range of bird nesting features along with enhanced landscaping.
The proposal would not result in the loss of landscaping features and there is the potential for the
development to enhance the existing landscaping features as well as the biodiversity of the site.
Hence the proposal accords with policy PP16 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD.
Flooding and Drainage
The site does not lie within an area at risk of flooding. However, a sustainable drainage scheme
would be required. The applicant has stated it is intended to use infiltration in order to dispose of
storm water from impermeable areas. The surfacing of the access road and parking areas would be
permeable surfaces. It is not known at this stage whether infiltration/soakaways will be practical
and permission may therefore need to be sought from the Drainage Board. A detailed SUDS scheme
secured by condition.
It is not considered that the proposal would result in flood risk and would accord with policy CS22 of
the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.
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Minerals and Waste
The site lies within a Mineral Safeguarding Area (MW policy CS26), to the south of Maxey quarry
and the associated Mineral Consultation Area (allocation M9N and MW policy CS27). The Minerals
and Waste Officer considers that it is unlikely the mineral within the proposal site is of economic or
potential value.
The site, however, lies fractionally beyond the Mineral Consultation Area (M9N) associated with
Maxey Quarry (the southern extension area). MCA's are allocated to ensure that existing or future
working of reserves will not be prevented or prejudiced by other forms of development. The Officer
raises concern regarding the noise implications from the Quarry, particularly for the Phased II of the
development (not for consideration for this application) as the outdoor recreational use (potentially
an additional sensitive receptor) may prejudice the existing Maxey Quarry.
There are however sensitive receptors within the existing MCA and the working quarry is restricted
to noise levels. Additionally working hours at the quarry are controlled such that works shall only be
undertaken between 07:00 - 19:00 hours Mondays to Fridays and 07:00 - 13:00 hours Saturdays
(with no Sunday or public holiday working permitted). Temporary works, such as bund formation and
restoration works are allowed for up to 8 weeks in any calendar year, and noise levels for such works
may be up to 70 dB LAeq, T. Full details of the quarry permission can be found against permission
ref. 10/00151/MMFUL.
The Officer has no objections to the proposal however the applicant should be made aware of the
implications of developing the proposal site adjacent to the existing quarry. An informative would be
appended to any decision to grant permission.
Misc
Comments have been received regarding consultation. All nearby neighbours were consulted and
a site notice was erected. In addition the Parish of Etton and Helpston were consulted. It is therefore
considered that consultation was carried out in accordance with the Council’s Statement of
Community Involvement.
6

Conclusions

Subject to the imposition of the attached conditions, the proposal is acceptable having been
assessed in the light of all material considerations, including weighing against relevant policies of
the development plan and specifically:







The development for the relocation of an existing Farm Shop would enable the expansion of a
successful rural business which would be closely related to the agricultural use of the site ‘Elm
Tree Farm’;
The ‘model’ of the business requires a rural location associated with local agriculture and as such
it is not considered that the proposal would impact on the vitality and viability of any commercial
centre or set an undesirable precedent;
The design of the building and boundary treatment would not impact on the visual amenity of the
character area and appropriate mitigate would assimilate the development in to the open
countryside;
The site would provide adequate parking provision and it is not considered that the proposal
would result in any adverse highway implications;
The proposal would not unduly impact upon the amenity of neighbouring occupiers; and
The proposal would result in an enhancement to the landscaping features of the site and a net
gain in biodiversity.

Hence the proposal accords with policies PP2, PP3, PP8, PP9, PP12, PP13 and PP16 of the
Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD, policies CS1, CS14, CS16, CS17, CS20, CS21 and
CS22 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD and sections 2, 3, 4, 7 and 11 of the NPPF.
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7

Recommendation

The case officer recommends that Planning Permission is GRANTED subject to the following
conditions:

C1

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years from
the date of this permission.
Reason: In accordance with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended).

C2

No development shall take place other than groundworks and foundations samples of the
materials to be used in the external elevations of the building hereby approved have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The samples shall be
made available for inspection of site. The details submitted for approval shall include the
name of the manufacturer, the product type, colour (using BS4800) and reference number.
The development shall not be carried out except in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: For the Local Planning Authority to ensure a satisfactory external appearance, in
accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy PP2
of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).

C3

Prior to occupation of development the spaces shown on drawing no. SITE 001 shall be laid
out for vehicles to park and turn clear of the public highway and t hose areas shall not
thereafter be used for any purpose other than the parking and turning of vehicles.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and in accordance with policy PP13 of the
Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD.

C4

Prior to commencement of development other than groundworks and foundations details of
the proposed access into the site shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The access shall be implemented in accordance with the approved plans
prior to occupation of the development.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and in accordance with policy PP12 of the
Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD.

C5

Prior to commencement of development details of the temporary facilities that shall be
provided clear of the public highway for materials storage and for the
parking/turning/loading/unloading of all vehicles visiting the site during the period of
construction shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and in accordance with policy PP12 of the
Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD. This is a pre-commencement condition as
the details shall need to be agreed prior to works commencing on site.
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C6

Prior to commencement of development a wheel cleansing system for construct ion vehicles
including a contingency measure should this facility become in -operative shall be installed
on site. The wheel cleansing equipment shall be capable of cleaning the wheels, underside
and chassis of all construction vehicles that shall visit the site during the construction phase.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and in accordance with policy PP12 of the
Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD.

C7

No development shall commence until a foul water strategy has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall not be brought
into use until the works have been carried out in accordance with the foul water strategy.
Reason: To prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding and in
accordance with policy CS22 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD. This is a
pre-commencement condition as the details shall need to be agreed prior to works
commencing on site.

C8

No development shall take place until a surface water drainage scheme for the site has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall
include the following:
- Construction details of permeable surfacing along with confirmation of how roof water shall
be managed
- Confirmation that ground conditions are suitable for infiltration of surface water; if conditions
are found to be less than favourable confirmation that the body responsible for the receiving
watercourse is content to received additional flows from the site. This would in turn need to
accompany details of how flows would be restricted.
The development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to the
building being occupied.
Reason: To prevent the increased risk of flooding, both on and off site in accordance with
policy CS22 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD. This is a pre-commencement
condition as the details shall been to be agreed prior to works commencing.

C9

Within six months of the development being brought into use a tailored workplace Travel Plan
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The Travel
Plan shall provide details of current staff travel patterns along with home postcode details so
that initiatives and actions contained in the Travel Plan can be tailored to increase sustainable
travel behaviour. The development should also provide shower/changing facilities for staff
that walk or cycle to work. The travel plan shall be implemented in accordance with the
approved details.
Reason: To encourage the use of sustainable modes of transport, in accordance with
Policies CS14 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and PP12 of the Peterborough
Policies DPD (2012).

C10

Notwithstanding the details hereby approved a range of bird nesting boxes shall be installed
that cater for a number of different species such as House Sparrow, Starling & Swift. The
details regarding numbers, designs and locations shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Development shall be undertaken in accordance with
the approved details prior to the development being brought into use and thereafter retained.
Reason: In the interest of promoting biodiversity within the site and in accordance with Policy
CS21 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011).
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C11

No development shall take place above slab level until a scheme for the landscaping of the
site has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
scheme shall include details of the following:






Proposed finished ground and building slab levels
Planting plans including retained trees, species, numbers, size and density of planting
Use of a range of native tree, shrub and plant species as part of the new tree and
hedgerow scheme as well as the meadow area
Details of a range of native, marginal wetland plants (pond).
An implementation programme
Details of any boundary treatment

The approved landscaping scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the approved
details.
Reason: In the interests of visual amenity and then enhancement of biodiversity in
accordance with policy CS21 of the adopted Core Strategy and policy PP16 of the adopted
Planning Policies DPD.
C12

Any trees, shrubs or hedges forming part of the approved landscaping scheme (except those
contained in enclosed rear gardens to individual dwellings) that die, are removed or become
diseased within five years of the implementation of the landscaping scheme shall be replaced
during the next available planting season by the developers, or their successors in title with
an equivalent size, number and species to those being replaced. Any replacement trees,
shrubs or hedgerows dying within five years of planting shall themselves be replaced with an
equivalent size, number and species.
Reason: In the interests of the visual appearance of the development and the enhancement
of biodiversity in accordance with Policy CS21 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD
(2011) and Policy PP16 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).

C13

Notwithstanding the details hereby approved the planning permission relates to phase I only
and includes, Farm shop, Butchery, Bakery, Cafe/Restaurant and Craft Workshop and
Training area.
Reason: The planning implications have been assessed on Phase I only and for the
avoidance of doubt.

C14

The development hereby approved shall not be open to customers outside the following
hours 08.00hrs to 18.00hrs on Monday to Saturday and 09:30hrs to 16.00hrs on Sunday and
Bank Holidays.
Reason: In order to protect and safeguard the amenity of the adjoining occupiers from noise
generation, in accordance with Policy PP3 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies
DPD and policy CS16 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.
C15 No deliveries shall be taken at or despatched from the development hereby permitted
outside the hours of 07.00 and 19.00 Monday to Saturday, nor at any time on Sundays, Bank
or Public Holidays.
Reason: In order to protect and safeguard the amenity of the adjoining occupiers from noise
generation, in accordance with Policy PP3 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies
DPD and policy CS16 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.
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C16

The rating level of noise emitted from the site should not exceed (35) dB LAeq, 1 hour
between (07:00) and (23:00) Monday to Friday and (30) dB LAeq, 15 minutes at any other
time. The noise levels should be determined at (the nearest noise sensitive premises.) The
measurements and assessment should be made according to BS:4142:2014.
Reason: In order to protect and safeguard the amenity of the adjoining occupiers from noise
generation, in accordance with Policy PP3 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies
DPD and policy CS16 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.

C17

All ventilation of steam and cooking fumes to the atmosphere should be suitably filtered to
avoid nuisance from smell, grease or smoke to persons in neighbouring or nearby properties.
Details of the nature and location of such filtration equipment should be submitted to and
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority before installation and should be installed
before the use of the premises commences.
In addition to the above to ensure that odour abatement plant can be operated in compliance
with the proposed noise Sound Power Level (SWL) and frequency spectrum data for the
mechanical extract ventilation is required by this Department to enable an adequate
assessment of the likely impact . Information should also be provided on the location of any
sensitive receptors that require consideration as a result of noise emissions.
Reason: In order to protect and safeguard the amenity of the adjoining occupiers from noise
generation, in accordance with Policy PP3 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies
DPD and policy CS16 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.

C18

The lighting shall not exceed the obtrusive light limitations for sky glow, light into windows,
source intensity and building luminance specified in environmental zone E2 in the Institution
of Lighting Engineers document "Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light
GN01:2011. Should the Local Planning Authority received complaints the operator/owner of
shall be required to demonstrate compliance with the condition, e.g. by measurement or
calculation, in circumstances where reasonable concern arises from resultant lighting levels.
Reason: In order to protect and safeguard the amenity of the area, in accordance with Policy
PP3 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD and policy CS16 of the Adopted
Peterborough Core Strategy DPD.

C19

The retail floor space hereby approved shall be limited to the areas shown on the approved
plan ref. JDA/2015/475/FLOORS.001A. The retail sales shall be restricted to Farm and or
locally produced items. There shall be no display for retail of any other product, including
any of the following comparison goods:
(i) Clothing and footwear
(ii) Chemist/pharmaceutical goods
(iii) Jewellery and luggage
(iv) Perfume and toiletries
(v) Sports clothing and equipment
(vi) Audio and visual recordings
(vii) Mobile phones and musical instruments
Reason: for the avoidance of doubt and to safeguard the vitality and viability of the City Centre
and in accordance with policy CS15 of the Adopted Peterborough Core Strategy and policy
PP9 of the Adopted Peterborough Planning Policies DPD.
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C20

The development shall be implemented in accordance with the following approved plans:
* Location plan JDA/2015/475/OS.002
* Proposed site layout JDA/2015/475/SITE.001
* Floor plan JDA/2015/475/FLOORS.001 A
* Proposed elevations JDA/2015/475/ELEVS.001
* Topo survey ETF-01
* External Materials Schedule
* GF Soleplate layout and details 01 P1
* GF Panel layout and details 02 P1
* 3D Visuals P16133-100 P1
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
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Planning and EP Committee

Item No. 5.3

Application Ref:

17/01220/FUL

Proposal:

Erection of detached garage for new bungalow

Site:
Applicant:

Land To Rear Of, 37 And 39 Lincoln Road, Glinton, Peterborough
Mr Alan Cavender

Agent:
Site visit:

Mr N P Branston
Branston Assoc.
20.07.2017

Case officer:
Telephone No.
E-Mail:

Mr M A Thomson
01733 453478
matt.thomson@peterborough.gov.uk

Recommendation:

GRANT subject to relevant conditions

1

Description of the site and surroundings and Summary of the proposal

Site Description
The application site forms part of two rear gardens, formally serving no's 37 and 39 Lincoln Road,
a detached bungalow and two storey dwelling respectively, and has a site area of 400 square
metres.
The site has been cleared and is preparing to start works on a single storey dwelling previously
approved in 2015. There exists a 2m high boundary fence to the north, east and west boundaries,
and the southern boundary adjacent to the access there is currently herras fencing. The application
site is set back some 50 metres from Lincoln Road, situated behind numbers 37 and 39 Lincoln
Road.
To the north of the site is the rear garden to No.41 Lincoln Road, to the west is a Residential Care
Home (Garden Lodge), to the south-west is a detached bungalow (No. 35A Lincoln Road), to the
south is a recently built detached bungalow (No.35B Lincoln Road) approved under 09/01550/FUL,
and to the south-east is a rebuilt detached bungalow (No.35 Lincoln Road).
The application site would be accessed by an existing access from Lincoln Road, which serves
No's 35A, 37 and the Residential Care Home. It is understood that there are a maximum of 10
people residing at the Care Home.
Proposal
The applicant seeks planning permission for the erection of a single storey garage, which would
have a floor area of 3.75m x 5.6m and proposes to stand at 2.4m to eaves and 4m to ridge. The
materials would match the to-be built dwelling, with pilgrim buff brick and sandtoft double pantile
(terracotta red) with a cream roller shutter door.
Planning permission is required as the garage would be over 2.5m in height situated within 2m of a
boundary.
Condition 3 of the 2015 planning permission for the bungalow also restricted permitted
development rights for outbuildings as Officers were concerned of the size of the dwelling itself
situated within the plot, but also to ensure a sufficient sized garden would be retained to serve
future occupiers.
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2

Planning History

Reference
16/01168/FUL
15/00621/FUL
12/00297/FUL
3

Proposal
Proposed two bedroom bungalow
Erection of detached bungalow with access
Construction of 1 x 2 bed bungalow

Decision
Refused
Permitted
Refused

Date
04/10/2016
14/07/2015
30/04/2012

Planning Policy

Decisions must be taken in accordance with the development plan policies below, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.
Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011)
CS16 - Urban Design and the Public Realm
Design should be of high quality, appropriate to the site and area, improve the public realm,
address vulnerability to crime, be accessible to all users and not result in any unacceptable impact
upon the amenities of neighbouring residents.
Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012)
PP02 - Design Quality
Permission will only be granted for development which makes a positive contribution to the built
and natural environment; does not have a detrimental effect on the character of the area; is
sufficiently robust to withstand/adapt to climate change; and is designed for longevity.
PP03 - Impacts of New Development
Permission will not be granted for development which would result in an unacceptable loss of
privacy, public and/or private green space or natural daylight; be overbearing or cause noise or
other disturbance, odour or other pollution; fail to minimise opportunities for crime and disorder.
PP04 - Amenity Provision in New Residential Development
Proposals for new residential development should be designed and located to ensure that they
provide for the needs of the future residents.
PP12 - The Transport Implications of Development
Permission will only be granted if appropriate provision has been made for safe access by all user
groups and there would not be any unacceptable impact on the transportation network including
highway safety.
PP13 - Parking Standards
Permission will only be granted if appropriate parking provision for all modes of transport is made
in accordance with standards.
Peterborough Local Plan 2016 to 2036 (Preliminary Draft)
This document sets out the planning policies against which development will be assessed. It will
bring together all the current Development Plan Documents into a single document. Consultation
on this document took place between December 2016 and 9 February 2017. The responses are
currently being reviewed. At this preliminary stage only limited weight can be attached to the
policies set out therein.
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4

Consultations/Representations

Welland & Deeping Internal Drainage Board (03.07.17)
No objection
Glinton Parish Council (19.07.17)
Object - Members of the parish council had objected to the bungalow development as
overdevelopment of the site. However this had been permitted by committee.
In the opinion of the Parish Council the current application exacerbated the perceived
overdevelopment of this back land site and should be refused.
PCC Peterborough Highways Services (19.07.17)
Comments - Please inform the applicant that PCC's minimum clear internal dimensions for single
garages are 6.0m x 3.0m. The proposed garage is therefore clearly deficient in length.
Local Residents/Interested Parties
Initial consultations: 7
Total number of responses: 3
Total number of objections: 3
Total number in support: 0
A letter of representation has been received raising the following concerns;
- The garage would introduce a 4m high construction on the boundary; in combination with a 4.5m
to 5m high hedge this would result in overshadowing;
- Increase in noise levels created by vehicles in close proximity to the boundary, elongating the
length of the driveway, and increasing more vehicles into the site;
- The Local Highway Authority have advised the garage is too small, to make it the correct width
and length (6m x 3m) this would increase the overall height of the structure;
- Pedestrian access door unnecessary, concerns of loss of privacy;
- The site has had a history of refusals confirming that the site is inadequate and would have an
unacceptable harmful impact on neighbours;
- Concerns for potential future changes in use;
- Surfacing of the access road;
- Object to the use of a soak away and increasing the levels of the house by from 100mm to
150mm;
- Impact on the efficiency of a neighbours solar panel array.
5

Assessment of the planning issues

Principle of Development
The principle of residential development for an independent dwelling has been accepted given that
there is an extant planning permission for a detached dwelling on the application site, which was
approved under 15/00621/FUL. The only question for this application is whether the proposed
garage to serve this dwelling is acceptable or not.
Design and Layout
Policies CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and PP2 of the Peterborough
Policies DPD (2012) state new development should respond appropriately to the particular
character of the site and its surroundings and should not result in unacceptable impact on the
amenities of occupiers of any nearby properties.
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The 2015 planning permission attached a condition that restricted permitted development rights for
outbuildings and extensions. The reason for this was, amongst other matters, to ensure
satisfactory garden would be retained to serve the future occupiers and there would not be
overdevelopment of the site. This restrictive condition requires the submission of a planning
application for extensions, outbuilding etc., and any such application would be considered on its
own merit.
The proposed garage would be situated within the north-eastern corner and it would be free
standing from the host dwelling. Whilst the proposed garage would increase the amount of
development on the site, on balance, because it would be single width only and is comparatively
small it is considered to constitute overdevelopment of the site, and sufficient garden and parking
would be retained to serve the dwelling.
The Parish Council have raised an objection advising that the proposal would result in
overdevelopment of the site. The application site is situated some 50 metres from Lincoln Road,
one of the main thoroughfares in and out of the village, and is screened by established residential
development, as such the proposal would not be visually prominent from the public realm.
The proposed garage would be built using matching materials (buff brick, Terracotta tile) and would
stand at 4m in height. Once constructed in juxtaposition to the approved 2015 dwelling and
surrounding boundary treatment it is not considered that the proposal would unacceptably harm
the visual character or appearance of the area, and is accepted in this instance.
Subject to conditions with respect to matching materials the proposal would accord with Policies
CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and PP2 of the Peterborough Policies DPD
(2012).
Access and Parking
The Local Highway Authority have provided comment on the application advising that the proposed
garage does not meet the minimum size requirement of 6m x 3m internal. These dimensions are
necessary when a garage is providing a required parking space to serve, for example, a new
dwelling. However, the site can provide two off-street parking spaces to front, and these parking
spaces were secured by the 2015 planning permission.
Therefore the proposal would accord with Policies PP12 and PP13 of the Peterborough Policies
DPD (2012).
Neighbour Amenity
The proposed garage would stand at 2.4m to eaves and 4m to ridge, and would be situated
adjacent to a 2m high boundary fence. The proposed garage would be situated sufficient distance
from the Care Home and No's 37 and 39 Lincoln Road to not result in an adverse loss of light,
outlook or privacy.
Turning to the relationship with No. 41 Lincoln Road this property has a large single storey rear
extension and outbuilding; there are solar panels situated on this neighbours rear extension. This
rear extension is served by a set of double patio doors to the west and three pairs of patio doors to
the south, as well as an access door. At 4m in height the gable end of the proposal would be
visible from the garden serving No. 41 Lincoln Road, however given the juxtaposition of the
proposed outbuilding to this rear extension (to the south-west), its proposed height, the
surrounding boundary treatment and the angles involved it is not considered that the proposed
garage would have an unacceptably adverse overbearing impact on the amenity of this property,
nor result in an unacceptable adverse loss of light or outlook.
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A letter of representation has raised concern of noise generated by traffic movements and activities
associated with the proposed garage, and overlooking from the pedestrian door serving the
garage. It is acknowledged that the garage would provide a permanent space for the parking of a
vehicle, however there is nothing to suggest that the proposal in this location would give rise to
levels of traffic, noise or disturbance, or being any different to that of a domestic garage in a
residential area. With respect to the pedestrian door this would face west, and the site is bounded
by a 2m high fence; as such the proposal would not result in overlooking into neighbouring
gardens.
As such the proposal is considered to accord with Policies CS16 of the Peterborough Core
Strategy (2011) and PP3 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012).
Amenity of Future Occupiers
The proposed garage would be situated on the site of a former willow tree which has been felled
further to the site being cleared. Whilst this was an attractive tree it did not hold sufficient public
amenity value to be protected by way of a Tree Protection Order.
The proposed garage would be sited on the location of this tree, which would have otherwise
provided little useable private amenity space. This proposal would therefore not unacceptably
diminish the amount of private amenity space to serve the dwelling, and is accepted in this
instance.
The proposal would accord with Policy PP4 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012).
Other Matters
- A letter of representation has raised concerns of future use; this is a detached garage and states
that it would serve the new dwelling, and is shown on the submitted layout to reflect this. As this is
a FUL planning application a condition shall be attached stipulating that it shall only serve this
dwelling as a domestic garage and for no other purpose, for example a business. If at a later date
an occupier sought to use the building as a work from home salon, or business etc, a planning
application could be submitted to the Local Planning Authority and Officers would assess any such
proposal on its own merit.
- At the time of writing this report the conditions pertaining to the 2015 approval for the dwelling,
such as the surface of the road, and finished floor levels, are being considered under a separate
discharge of conditions application. Through the granting of planning permission for this stand
alone garage this would not alter the conditions attached to the 2015 planning permission.
- Concerns have been raised with respect to a loss of light to a neighbours solar panels; whilst this
in itself is not a material planning consideration it is not considered the proposed garage given its
height and juxtaposition would result in overshadowing of the neighbours solar panels, especially
so when considering the travelling sun path east through west.
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6

Conclusions

Subject to the imposition of the attached conditions, the proposal is acceptable having been
assessed in the light of all material considerations, including weighing against relevant policies of
the development plan and specifically:
- The proposed garage would not unacceptably harm the character or appearance of the area, and
would accord with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policies PP2 of
the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012);
- The proposed garage would not unacceptably harm the amenity of adjoining neighbours, and
would retain sufficient garden for future occupiers, and therefore accords with Policy CS16 of the
Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and PP3 and PP4 of the Peterborough Policies DPD
(2012); and
- The proposal would not result in a highway safety hazard and sufficient car parking can be
provided on site thereby according with Policy PP13 of the Peterborough Policies DPD (2012).
7

Recommendation

The case officer recommends that Planning Permission is GRANTED subject to the following
conditions:
C1

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years from
the date of this permission.
Reason: In accordance with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended).

C2

The materials to be used in the construction of the external surfaces of the garage hereby
permitted shall match those indicated on the submitted plans (Drwg 17.021)
Reason: For the Local Planning Authority to ensure a satisfactory external appearance, in
accordance with Policy CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and Policy
PP2 of the Peterborough Planning Policies DPD (2012).

C3

The garage hereby permitted shall only be used for residential purposes in connection with
the dwelling as shown on Drwg 17.021 and for no other purpose, unless otherwise agreed
in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of protecting the amenity of the area, in accordance with Policies
CS16 of the Peterborough Core Strategy DPD (2011) and PP2 and PP3 of the
Peterborough Policies DPD (2012).

C4

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following
approved plans:
o
o

Location Plan
17.021 – Proposed Garage

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interest of proper planning.

6
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION COMMITTEE

AGENDA ITEM 6

5 SEPTEMBER 2017

PUBLIC REPORT
Councillor Hiller - Cabinet Member for Growth, Planning,
Housing and Economic Development

Cabinet Members responsible:
Contact Officer:
Reporting Officer:

Nick Harding (Head of Planning)
Paul Smith (Compliance & S106 Manager)

Tel. 454441
Tel. 453468

PLANNING COMPLIANCE QUARTERLY REPORT ON ACTIVITY & PERFORMANCE APRIL
TO JUNE 2017.

RECOMMENDATIONS
FROM : Director of Growth and Regeneration

Deadline date : September 2017

That Committee notes past performance and outcomes.

1.

PURPOSE AND REASON FOR REPORT
It is useful for Committee to look at the Planning Service’s planning compliance
performance and activity and identify if there are any lessons to be learnt from the actions
taken. This will help inform future decisions and potentially reduce costs. This report is
presented under the terms of the Council’s constitution Part 3, delegations section 2 para
2.5.1.4.

2.

TIMESCALE.
Is this a Major Policy
Item/Statutory Plan?

3.
3.1

NO

If Yes, date for relevant
Cabinet Meeting

n/a

MAIN BODY OF REPORT
Quarter 1 Outcomes
In the first quarter of 2017/18 we received a total of 130 service requests (we usually
average 150 cases per quarter). Taking into account the number of cases closed over the
period (161 cases) as at 30 June 2017 we had 145 live cases being investigated / in the
process of being resolved. The Technical Services Team acknowledged 97% of new
service requests within 3 working days this quarter, well above the target of 80%. 97% of
initial site visits were made within 7 days of the service request being received, again well
above the 80% target. A total of 3 enforcement notices were issued in the quarter. 2
enforcement notices fell due within the quarter and have been complied with. There were
no enforcement notices issued in the previous quarter that have not been complied with on
time.

3.2

No Court Action requests in relation to enforcement cases were made this quarter.

3.3

No prosecutions have been sought this quarter either.

3.4

Please see the attached Appendix 1 for further details of the Planning Compliance Team
Quarterly Report on Activity & Performance.
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4.

IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Legal Implications – There are no legal implications relating to this report on
performance, although the enforcement process itself must have due regard to legal
considerations and requirements.
Financial Implications – This report itself does not have any financial implications
Human Rights Act – This report itself has no human rights implications but the
enforcement process has due regard to human rights issues.
Human Resources – This report itself has no human resources implications.
ICT – This report itself has no ICT implications.
Property – This report itself has no Property implications.
Contract Services – This report itself has no Contract Services implications.
Equality & Diversity – This report itself has no Equality and Diversity Implications,
although the enforcement process has due regard to such considerations.
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APPENDIX 1
INFORMATION ITEM: PLANNING COMPLIANCE TEAM QUARTERLY REPORT ON ACTIVITY
& PERFORMANCE – (April to June 2017)
Description
Complaints Received

No.
130

Complaints Resolved
(cases closed as % of
cases received)
Complaints on
Hand/Pending

161
(123.8%)
145/126

Cases on hand down by 24 and cases
pending down by 14.

Reasons Cases Closed
Development de minimis
Development older than
four years
Breach confirmed action not authorised
No breach found
No development
established
Permitted development
Permission granted
Breach remedied
Not expedient
Breach mitigated
Would Grant Planning
Permission
Total Closed

No
3
6

Comment
Down 1
Up 4

3

Down 4

77
4

Up 10
Up 3

12
18
30
0
3
5

Up 4
Up 5
Up 3
Down 2
Up 2
Up 1

161

Up 19 from 142

Enforcement Notices Served
Planning Contravention
2
Notice
Advert Removal Notice
Total Notices Served

1
3

Comments
Down from 152. The number of new cases
has fallen by 22.
Up from 142. The number of cases closed
has risen by 19.

17/00221/ENFCOU 922 Bourges Boulevard
use of outbuilding as a dwelling
15/00273/ENFCOU 48 Jubilee Street
Woodston use of workshop as a dwelling
17/00106/ENFAD 192 Park Road
Same as last quarter

Enforcement Notices to be served Within the Quarter
Type
Due
Comment
Breach of condition
2
17/00108/ENFACC 21-23 Westgate remove
Notice
additional lighting
17/00080/ENFCOU Parkers Bakers Lane.
End car wash
Breach of condition
1
16/00033/ENFBCN 417 Lincoln Road
Enforcement Notice
Revisions to extension
Total Notices to be
3
Up from 0 in the last quarter
served

Enforcement Notices Due and Complied With in the Quarter
Type
No
Comment
Planning Contravention
1
15/00273/ENFCOU 48 Jubilee Street

73

Notice
Change of use Notice
Total Notices
Complied with

1

16/00539/ENFCAR 202A Lincoln Road

2

Up from 0 in the last quarter

Other Enforcement Notices Complied With in the Quarter
Type
No
Comment
Listed Building
1
16/00208/ENFACC Elms Farm Wittering
Enforcement Notice
Planning Contravention
1
16/00382/ENFFLA 52 Eastfield Rd
Notice
Operational
2
14/00492/ENFOTH 73 Cromwell Road
Development Notice
16/00208/ENFACC Elms Farm Wittering
Change of Use
Breach of Condition
Total Notices
Complied with

1
1
6

16/00171/ENFREP 73 Gladstone St
15/00553/ENFBCN 187 Lincoln Road
Up 4

Enforcement Notices Due but Not Complied Within the Quarter
Site
Date Due
Comments
Total

0

Other Notable Outcomes
13/00269/ENFCOU
Caravans at Land South East
Of Nine Bridges Glinton
16/00069/ENFMON. Parking
provision at 142 Cobden
Avenue, Millfield
Peterborough, PE1 2NU
15/00307/ENFOTH
Skateboard ramp at
Compass Barn Ufford
Court Action Agreed
Failure to comply with
enforcement notice. Summons
Issued
Total
Prosecutions
Total

Down 2 from last quarter
Enforcement action pending until appeal against 2nd
refusal of permission has been decided
Owner has issued a notice to quit on his tenant and will
remedy breaches when he has possession of the
property
Appeal re Notice dismissed. Site visit due 13.09.2017

0

No change from last quarter

0

No change from last quarter

Performance Measures
Description

LPI

% of cases closed within 8 weeks if No
Breach found.
Average time (weeks) to resolve all cases
closed last quarter.
% of complaints acknowledged within 3
working days.

74

%/
Time
81
14
97%

Comments
Up 3%
Target of 80%
Up 2 weeks
No Target
Down 3%
Target of 80%

LPI

% of site inspections carried out within 7
days of acknowledgement.

Notable Cases
No

97

Down 1%
Target of 80%

Address

Reason

Notes

7 Knights Mews
Fletton
Peterborough
PE2 8SL
Land S/E Of Nine
Bridges
Glinton

Councillor
Car repairs

Monitoring. No
activity seen
recently.

Councillor
Travellers
encampment

17/00208/ENFACC

79 Dickens Street
Eastfield

17/00213/ENFOTH

20 Gunthorpe Rd
Gunthorpe

17/00246/ENFCAR

122 Peveril Road
Millfield

Councillor
Not in
accordance with
a permission
Councillor
Removal of trees
and fencing
Councillor
Car sales

Site Vacated and
case closed as
remedied
28.06.2017
Closed as No
Breach Found
16.06.2017

17/00247/ENFCAR

133 Peveril Road
Millfield

Councillor
Car sales

17/00259/ENFOTH

English Drove
Thorney

17/00260/ENFOTH

8 Langford
Buildings
Alexandra Road
Baltia Stores
148 - 150 Huntly
Grove

Parish Council
hardcore is being
put down
Councillor
Building works

17/00199/ENFREP

17/00204/ENFMOB

17/00261/ENFCOU

Councillor
Change of shop
to café with
outdoor seating
Councillor
Building in garden

17/00271/ENFGAR

24 Lincoln Road

17/00286/ENFAD

Old Library
42 Broadway

Councillor
Banners adverts

17/00312/ENFBCN

Land adjacent
Williams Close
Newborough
6 Winsor
Crescent
Hampton Vale

Councillor
Noise and
vibration
Councillor
Not in accord with
permission

17/00313/ENFREP

80 Larch Grove
Dogsthorpe

17/00314/ENFOTH

Woodgate Farm
Maxey

17/00321/ENFREP

84 Sycamore

Councillor
Tent erected as
temporary garage
Parish Council.
Alterations to
building
Councillor

17/00310/ENFACC
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Closed as PD
22.05.2017
Closed as No
Breach Found
12.06.2017
Closed as No
Breach Found
12.06.2017
Application
17/01432/FUL
submitted
Closed as No
Breach Found
16.06.2017
Closed as
Remedied
18.08.2017
Preparing
enforcement
action
Closed as
Remedied
15.08.2017
Closed as No
Breach Found
26.07.2017
Ground levels
correct but
awaiting changes
to check balcony
screening
Closed as No
Breach Found
20.07.2017
Closed as would
grant PP
24.07.2017
Closed as No

Avenue
Dogsthorpe
20 Exeter Road

Car repairs

17/00343/ENFACC

20 Peakirk Road
Glinton

17/00347/ENFBUS

72 Reeves Way
Eastfield

17/00350/ENFACC

44 Priory Road

Councillor
Not in accord with
PP
Councillor
Business from
home
Not in accord with
PP-Roller
shutters

17/00341/ENFEXT

Councillor
Extension
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Breach Found
28.07.2017
Closed as Di
minimis
11.08.2017
Closed as No
Breach Found
16.08.2017
Closed as No
Breach Found
16.08.2017
Closed as No
Breach Found
21.08.2017

